
As the Hindoo looked upon the ruby bug, Tae whirl-
ed on one heel and sank to the floor. "What on earth
ails the man?" cried Old King Brady; he stooped to
raise him. The boy with the fez looked around the
corner- of the doorUNION >qUAKtr—
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A QUEER CASE FROM CALCUTTA
By A NEW YORK DETECTIVE.

; CHAPTER I.

THE CASE THAT CAME FEOil CALCUTTA.

It is safe to assert that no private detectives in America
have such a widespread reputation for honesty and effi-
ciency than the Bradys, of Union Square, New York.

The firm consists at the present time of Old King Brady,
Young King Brady and Alice Montgomery, the well-known
female detective.

While not, strictly speaking, Secret Service detectives,
these skilful sleuths still have an understanding with the
United States Secret Service bureau, under which that in-
stitution can command their services at any time, and in
course of a year they handle many government cases.

The case of which we are now about to write is one of
these.

So secretly was the affair managed that even the Bradys
themselves did not know at the time, nor do they know to
this day, the true inwardness of it.

That it concerned some noble family in England is
almost certain.

Such people command sufficient money and power to
enable them to keep their secrets.

It would have been a matter of satisfaction to Old King
Brady to have known the truth, but this was something
not to be.

The case began with a letter from the Chief of the Se-
cret Service Bureau to Old King Brady, personally, re-
ceived early in July, 19—.

It read as follows:

"My Dear Mr. Brady:
"In the near future you will receive a communication

from a Mr. Patrick Ferguson, a lawyer in Calcutta, India,
asking if you will take up a case for him. You are hereby
instructed by the U. S. Secret Service Bureau to promptly

cable acceptance and to make a copy of the letter received
and forward the original to Washington.

"This case we hope you will handle with your usual skill,
as much depends upon its successful termination.

"Of the precise nature of the case even I am not in-
formed and can .therefore supply no advance information.

"My instructions, however, contain one clause to which
I am directed to particularly call your attention.

"It is quite possible that an attempt will be made to
mislead you, even to take your life rather than that you
should be permitted to go ahead with the case. For this
reason I am enclosing you Mr. Ferguson's signature, which
you will retain and carefully compare with the signature
attached to any communication you may receive from Cal-
cutta.

"I am instructed to say that you can hardly attach too
much importance to this.

"You are to keep this bureau informed of the progress
of the case.

"Render your bill to the bureau.
"Very truty yours,

« } Chief/'

As this mysterious letter was quite in keeping with the
methods of the U. S. Secret Service Bureau and might
mean much or little, the Bradys laid it aside without giv-
ing it particular thought.

They had received many similar letters from Washington.
Frequently nothing had come of them. It might prove

so in this case.
And so, as the weeks glided by and no case came from

Calcutta, the detectives practically forgot the matter..
Early in September their attention was called to it

again.
This was by the receipt of a letter bearing the Calcutta

postmark and signed "Patrick Ferguson."
"Here is our Calcutta case, Harry," remarked Old King

Brady, as he picked the letter out of the morning mail.
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"What's that?" called Alice Montgomery from her
private office. • "The Calcutta case? Count me in-. I am
more than curious to know what it is all about."

She came through to Old King Brady's office and lis-
tened to the reading of the letter, which ran thus :

"Calcutta, July 10, 19—.
"To the Brady Detective Bureau, Union Square; N'. Y. :

"Gentlemen.— rl desire that you should handle a detec-
tive case for me. ,

"It is a matter, whicn concerns a client of mine who
does not care to be known.

"In the possession of a certain lady, a member of my
client's family, there has been for many years an antique
brooch of Indian workmanship, made in the form of a
large beetle.

"The back, wings and head of this beetle are ,studded
with rubies. Each wing consists of a single pigeon-blood
ruby of immense value, as the stones are flawless and of un-
usual size. Ten thousand pounds has been refused for this
brooch, which I would say in passing is only to be con-
sidered in the light of an antique, being entirely too large
to wear.

"Besides the wing stones there are many others of
high value.

"The brooch once formed part of the regalia of the
Begum of Bhadapota, India. It has had a long and pecu-
liar history, which need not be rehearsed. It is only neces-
sary to say that it has a faculty for allowing itself to be
stolen.

"This is what has again happened to it. It is impos-
sible for me to communicate the name of the thief, al-
though he is known; nor does my client wish that any
arrests shall be made. All that is wanted is the ruby bug,
as yoai in America would style the beetle.

"Should it be your fortune to recover it you are to
cable me, care of Prowitt & Co., Calcutta, naming the
amount of your bill. Instructions will then be sent you
regarding its disposition and a draft will be promptly
mailed.

"You will, if you decide to undertake the case, im-
mediately go to the city of Boston, in your State of Massa-
chusetts and report to Mr. Angus McPhinzie, No. 16 Calico
Place, who will give you full instructions in the prelim-
inaries of your work.

"Of course, you will understand that Mr. McPhinzie
knows nothing of the whereabout of the beetle, but he does
possess certain information which I believe will be of the
greatest service to you in your work. ^

"Very truly yours,
"Patrick Ferguson."

This long epistle was written in a cramped hand on thin,
foreign paper.

The signature, on the contrary, was peculiarly large and

Old i King Brady, having finished the reading, proceeded
to study the signature through a glass.

"What's the trouble?" asked Harry.
"Oh, nothing," was the reply. "Merely that this is

evidently the fake letter against which we were warned."
"And"whv?"

"Look!"
OW King Brady handed the letter to Harry, who looked

it OTOT.
"How can you be sure, without- comparing the signa-

ture with, the one sent you from Washington?" the latter
\sked.

"It scarcely need comparison. Can't you see why?"
"'I confess I cannot."
"I can!" exclaimed Alice.
"And-why?" asked Harry.
"Because the signature is all out of harmony with the

text of the letter."
"Right," said Old King Brady, "yet that is not in itself

conclusive by any means. There is another reason."
"I noticed that," said Harry, "but I a^ree with the

governor. The man may have hired some clerk to write
that long letter and then have signed it."

"Examine the signature through this glass before we
compare it with the one sent us by the Secret Service chief,"
said the old detective.

Harry did so.
"I see now," he said.
"Exactly; and you could not have seen without the

glass."
"That signature has been traced."
"Manifestly. Now we will compare."
They did so.
The signatures were identical.
But for Old King Brady's discovery he might readily

have been, deceived.
"Call up Washington," he said; "get the chief on the

wire, if possible. He requested to be informed of the
progress of the case, you will remember.. He must know
of this."

It took time to get the chief, but at last Old King
Brady had the satisfaction of hearing his voice, and he
made his statement.

"It was to be expected," said the chief. "And now,
Brady, I want you to follow that thing up. In my belif
it is a deliberate attempt to trap you and thus preveat
you from handling the case. Properly handled, it may
prove just the clew you want."

And the old detective was much of the same mind.
"Suppose," he suggested, "we wait a few days before

moving in the matter and see if the genuine letter does
not come?"

To this the chief assented, adding:
"I think, in any case, it will be well for you to wait

until I can cable a certain party for instructions. There
is no sense in jumping right in on the matter. If we
wait and catch these people unprepared it may work out
to youx advantage. They will be expecting you any time
now. Let us keep them guessing. It will be all to the
good."

, And to this Old King Brady assented.
Three days later came a letter from the chief.
It seemed likely that he had cabled India, considering

the lapse of time.
The letter was brief and merely stated that his corre-

spondents had no advice to give. That the letter was -a
fake. Thai the genuine letter had just been mailed.
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"Amd shall we wait for it or act on the fake?" Old King
Brady asked over the telephone.

"Wait," was the reply, and wait they did.
On the first day of October the genuine letter arrived.
To Old King Brady's surprise, it was a duplicate of the

fake, except for the last paragraphs.
It was also written in the same hand which had signed

it and on different paper.
Instead of the instructions reading, "Cable Prowitt &

Co.," it directed the Bradys, in case of success, to deliver
the ruby bug to the United States Secret Service Bureau.

The final paragraph ran as follows:
"As to your beginning, we can only »ay that you must

be patient with its peculiarity. There is to-day in Bos-
ton, Mass., a person calling himself Swami Ynibata Yogi.
His address is No. — Shawmut avenue. You are to call
on him and present the ring'here enclosed, which he is to
keep. You will rthen act entirely upon the ingtructiotos
he gives you. Success depends upon this. You will doubt-
less be impressed upon seeing this man that beds a cheap
fortune-teller and consequently a fraud. It may be so.
You may even find him in the hands of the law when you
go to seek him, as I am informed ;an effort is now being
made to suppress such persons in the United States. It
matters not. Find him you must, and when found, act
according to his instructions as I tell you."

Then followed a few general remarks 'with which the
letter closed.

The ring now claimed attention.
It was a monstrous affair and made of silver.
Its sides were engraved with elephants in processien. In-

stead of a stone it carried in the middle of the shank, anf ele-
phant's head.

The eyes were of peculiar greenish white stones, which
possessed a "ehatoyance," as jewelers call it; that is, a
change of color, according to the viewpoint.

, "Genuine sapphire cat's-eyes and'worth a lot of money,"
Old King Brady remarked, when Alice inquired what they
were.

Inside the ring were engraved strange characters.
Evidently they were the letters of some Oriental lan-

guage.
But even Alice, who understands many languages, in-

cluding Chinese, could not make them out.
Once more Old King Brady got Washington on the wire

and put it up to the chief of the Secret Service Bureau.
"It would now seem to be unnecessary to look up that

fake address," he said.
"Decidedly, if you can find the Hindoo," was the reply,

"but in case you fail it may prove to be your only chance."
This seemed true enough.
The Bradys now dropped everything and started for

Boston.
They weflt over by the Fall-River'Line and reached there

in the early morning, putting up at their usual abiding
place, Young's Hotel.

Breakfast over, they started for that notorious haunt of
queer religionists, quack doctors, spiritualist.mediums and
fortune-tellers—Shawmut avenue.

This street has been noted as the abiding place, of such
people for many years.

The police and the reporters are ever after them with

a sharp stick, but despite of this, Shawmut avenue still
remains their hold-out and probably will for years to come.

The number in question the Bradys located near Wor-
cester street.

It was a shabby old swell-ifront brick house.
A doctor's sign was in the window.
Ringing the bell and inquiring for the Yogi, Old King

Brady nearly had his head bitten off by the doctor, whom
he insisted upon seeing personally.

"Don't know any such person, and don't want to,'*
said the doctor, who bore every appearance of being a
faker himself.

Then Old King Brady sprang his Secret Service shield.
That, brought the doctor to his senses.
"This is government business," said the old detective.

"If you know anything of this man you will be required-
:to tell it. You cannot possibly get out of it. Did such a
man as Swami Yubata Yogi ever live in this place?"

The doctor answered, as if he was on the witness staad:
"Yes."

. "How long ago?"
"About eight months. I took the house .after .he. was'

arrested."
"For what was fye arrested?"
"Practising medicine witheut a license. He^was the

head of a bunch of religious cranks. The place was pulled;
:and this Hindoo Yogi, or whatever you have a mind to call'
him, was sent to Deer Island."

"Is he there still?"
"I have no possible means of knowing. It should mot

she difficult for a detective to find that out."
"Do you know any one who knew him?"
"'No, I don't know anything at all about his aSairs, and,

don't want to."
This ended it.
There was nothing for the Bradys to do but to beat a

Tetreat and acknowledge themselves balked at the outset
;of their queer case from Calcutta.

CHAPTER II.
16 CALICO PLACE.

"A complete turn-down," remarked Harry, as they
turned back along Shawmut avenue.

"Yes, and it only goes to show how little this man Fer-
guson really knows about the matter of the ruby bug,**
replied Old King Brady. "However, if our Yogi is on
Deer Island so .much the better, for then we can readily
locate him. Remember, we were warned of this very
thing."

The detective now went to the city office where the
records of the Deer Island penitentiary are kept.

The institutions on this island, which is several miles
down Boston harbor, in a way,/ correspond with those
of Blackwell's Island in New York.

Old King Brady found, as he fancied might prove the
case, that these records were only of tiie sentences to the.
island.

In order to get the names of the discharges it would
be necessary to communicate with the island itself, which
the clerk very kindly did for him over the telephone.

The answer was promptly returned that the Yogi kad,
served a three months! sentence.
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Thus, he had been gone for eight months, •where, the peo-
ple at the other end of the wire did not know.

"It is a case of advertising," said Old King Brady.
"We'll do it in all the afternoon papers."

And this was accordingly their next move.
The advertisement read:

"If Swami Yubata Yogi will send his address to the
clerk of Young's Hotel he will learn of something from
India to his advantage."

This matter attended to, the question of the fake let-
ter now came up.

So long a time had elapsed since that letter was re-
ceived that it seemed quite impossible that Mr. Angus
McPhinzie should have any intimation that the Bradys
were in Boston.

"We will take the man by surprise and see what comes
of it," said the old detective. "The first thing, however,
is to locate him. I have a pretty good knowledge of Bos-
ton's byways, but I'll be hanged if I ever heard of this
Calico place before."

They consulted a street directory and sure enough there
the name was.

Calico place, it appeared, was an alley running off from
Stamford street, in that mysterous tangle of streets at the
West End.

It was but a few steps from the hotel, and the Bradys
were soon there.

Of all the shabby, run-down neighborhoods in Boston
where there are so many this is the worst.

Shawmut avenue was a street of palaces in comparison,
and yet many of the West End houses were once palatial
and the homes of proud old families.

But it was not so with those of Calico place.
The street was a blind alley, with twenty three-story

brick houses on each side.
These houses were now a part of Boston's new Ghetto,

and the "place" swarmed with children. •
Sewing machines could be heard clattering on every

floor. 'Bewigged women were shuffling in and out the ever open
door with their marketing.

Long-bearded gentlemen, with bundles of ready-made
clothing or the material for the same, were moving to
and fro.

And all this applied to every house save one, and that
one was No. 16.

"I do wish you had disguised, governor," remarked
Harry, rather fretfully. "We are attracting a lot of at-
tention here."

"And all owing to me," replied the old detective, quietly.
"But cheer up, boy. It can't be helped."

The allusion was to the detective's peculiar costume. ,
Fer always when not in disguise Old King Brady affects

a peculiar style of dress.
A long blue coat, with brass buttons, an old-fashioned

stock and stand-up collar and- a big white felt hat, with an
extraordinary broad brim.

He was thus attired now and the youth of Calico place
were calling after him in terms by no means complimen-
tary.

It certainly, would have been better if Old King Brady
had disguised on this occasion and secretly he admitted it
to himself.

But as to No. 16.
This house was like the others, but apparently it was

no tenement. Its green blinds were closed, its whole air
was one of desertion.

There it stood, between two swarming tenements, a
thing by itself.

"Governor," said Harry, "I beseech you and Alice to
sheer off and let me attend to this. If the whole outfit
appears there at the door there isn't the slightest chance
for us to do good ̂ detective work."

"He is right, Mr. Brady," said Alice. "We better go."
And for once Old King Brady allowed himself to be

persuaded.
He saw that his partners were right.
So they all turned back and pushed through to Cam-

bridge, where no one, no matter how peculiar his appear-
ance may be, ever attracts any attention.

"Look out for yourself now, Harry," said the old de-
tective, warningly. "Don't you enter that house under
any consideration. I positively forbid it."

Harry gave his promise and left them, returning to
No. 16 Calico place.

But it was to encounter nothing very formidable.
He rang the bell several times and received no answer.
Presently a young man came out on the next stoop,and

asked him who he was looking for?"
"Who lives in this house? Anybody?" replied Young

King Brady, evasively.
"Yes, there's people living there."
"Who?"
"An old man and an old woman."
"What's the name?"
"I can't speak it. They are Irish, I think."
"That's all I want to know," said Harry, which was

equal to tellmg the young man to mind his own business.
He did not take the hint, however, but stood watching

while Young Kng Brady rang the bell again.
This time the answer was so prompt as to excite sus-

picion that the person who opened the door on a heavy
chain must have been about to do so anyway.

She was an old woman, plainly dressed, with sharp fea-
tures and white hair.

"Mr. Angus McPhinzie live here?" demanded Harry.
The woman gave a quick start.
"Who are you ?" she asked, with a strong Scotch accent.
Harry did not care to reply directly to that question.
"I come from a party in New York," he said.
"What's his name?"
"Tell me, first, if Mr. McPhinzie lives here."
"I will tell you nothing, young man, until you have

answered my question."
The old Scotch woman appeared to be stubborn.
Harry concluded to yield as it seemed to be the only way

to get ahead.
He accordingly handed her his card.
The woman fumbled in the pocket of her apron, found a

pair of spectacles, put them on and read the card.
^It is as I supposed," she then said. "You are one of

the Brady detectives."
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"Yes."
"Come inside and wait. I have to consult some one

before I can say anything to you."
"'No. I will wait here?"
"Suit yourself," replied the Scotch woman, and she

closed the door, locking it with considerable noise.
Harry waited nearly ten minutes.
Many watched him out of windows and from doorways.
This closed house seemed to possess a fascination for

these people.
Harry felt inclined to question some of them, but as

no one spoke to him he concluded that it would be best
not to."

At last the door was again opened by the Scotch woman.
"I am instructed to say that Mr. McPhinzie does not

live here," she said, "but he sometimes comes here. He
will meet you here at nine o'clock this evening if you will
come with your principal, Old King Brady."

"Very well. I will report what you say to Old King
Brady," replied Harry, and he went away.

At the corner of Stamford street he met a policeman
to whom he showed his shield.

"Officer," he said, "does your beat take in Calico place?"
"Sure," was the reply.
"What about No. 16? I am working on a Secret

Service case, which has brought me up against that house."
"You mean the closed house?"
"Yes."
"Say, now you've got me. We have been trying for a

year to find out what's doing in there but we can't."
^ "You suspect the place of being crooked?"

"We don't know. For many years that house was oc-
cupied by an old man, a retired butcher. His name was
John Hammond. He was a miserly old fellow and lived
there all alone. He owned every house on Calico place, and
a lot of other property around here into the bargain. A'bout
two years ago he died, leaving instructions in his will that
the house should not be disturbed and that Mr. Dalgatty,
his housekeeper for many years, should be allowed to re-
main in it till her death."

"That's the old Scotch woman who lives there now?"
"Yes."
"That sounds straight enough. Where does the crooked

part come in?"
"I don't say that there certainly is anything crooked,"

was the reply, "the point is here: On certain nights people
go into that house, men and women. Some come in car-
riages, some on foot; well-dressed people, mind you. The
trouble is, they never come out again."

"Do you mean that they disappear?"
"No; the same people have been seen going in again

aad again. They have been questioned, but they will give
no satisfaction. The house has been watched more than
once all night, but nobody but old Mrs. Dalgatty has ever
been seen to come out of it, and she mighty seldom. We
have forced an entrance twice on the nights these people go
in, but we can't find any one nor can we get any satis-
faction from the old woman."

"Are any of these people known?"
"I can't say. Our detectives may know the names of

some, but if they do I ntever heard who they were.v I'm
not long on the beat. I have never been in there myself."

"The name of the man I want to see is McPhinzie, An-
gus McPhinzie."

But the policeman ha;d never heard of Mr. McPhinzie,
so Harry had to give up.

He now returned to Cambridge street, where he found-
Old King Brady and Alice pacing up and down, as agreed,
and rendered his report.

"The mystery fits the case," said the old detective, "but
more must be known of this matter than that policeman
has told. We will apply to the head of the Boston police
detective bureau."

"Do you propose to go there to-night?" asked Alice.
"I think not," was the reply. "Not at this stage of

the game, at all events. We owe it to ourselves to exer-
cise every care."

They went to the City Hall and conferred with Bos-
ton's head police detective.

"It is as you were told," that officer said. "There is a
mystery about that house which we have been unable to
fathom. It has been thoroughly searched for secret doors,
panels and so on, but without the least success."

"Probably these people pass out by the rear."
"That's the theory, of course. If you can tell us how or

where, we shall be deeply grateful to you."
"What does the house back up against?"
*'There is a nest of buildings. You see, the streets

and alleys are all at such angles that in the rear of that
house they come to a point, so to speak; there are four or
five houses through which these people could pass. They
have all been looked into with no success."

And the chief went on to explain this more in detail.
Old King Brady saw how complicated the situation was.
"Are any of these mysterious visitors knoAvn?" he asked.
"Some of them are," was the reply, "and these are peo-

ple of wealth and standing. For in^ance, there is Dr.
Bullman, a retired dentist, a man worth a million, very
eccentric character. Another who has been seen going in
there is Mr. Percival Glynn, a rich wholesale dry goods
man. Still another is Mrs. Macready, a widow, who is
worth millions. She lives on Commonwealth avenue and
is noted for her charitable w,ork."

"Know of a man named Angus McPhinzie?"
The chief had never heard of Mr. McPhinzie.
He now began to question Old King Brady as to his

interest in the matter, and the old detective, somewhat to
Harry's surprise, freely responded.

"Really, I don't believe you run much risk in going
there," said the chief. "Personally, I consider these peo-
ple just a bunch of religious cranks. It is hard to imagine
that-such men as Glynn and Dr. Bulman would engage
in anything like counterfeiting, to say nothing of murder.
I can send a couple of men with you, if you wish."

"I won't go to-night, anyway," said Old King Brady.
"Now, about another matter. In connection with this
case we are looking for a party known as Swami Yubata
Yogi, who was arrested on Shawmut avenue and sent to
the island about a year ago. What is his record, if you
happen to know?"

"I remember the case," replied the chief. "He was a
spiritualist medium, gave seances, ghost raising; a woman
complained that he had swindled her out of five hundred
dollars; pretended to raise the spirit of her husband; the
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dear departed wanted to borrow the money for one night;
some cock-and-bull story was told. She gave the cash to
the Yogi or the spirit, I forget which. Of course, she
never saw any more of it, so after waiting a few days
she complained to the police. My men worked into a
seance, grabbed a materialized spirit, whicH turned out to
be the Yogi. They took him to the station and he landed
on the island."

"And you have no idea what has become of him?"
The chief declared that he had not, but he promised to

inquire.
And that was as far as the Bradys got that first day,

except that a look into the city directory revealed no such
name as Angus McPhinzie.

CHAPTER III.
THE REFLECTION OF THE WAX NOSE.

_, Old King Brady determined to play a waiting game.
The enemy—if the McPhinzie outfit could be so termed

—now knew that the Bradys were in Boston.
He felt that if he could keep them guessing for a few

days they would probably make a move on their own ac-
count.

Meanwhile, something might be heard of the Yogi.
Therefore, our detectives remained quiet for three days.
The only thing they did during this time was to watch

No. 16 Calico place, in disguise;.
And, sure~ enough, on the second night, between eight

and nine;, they saw the mysterious visitors.
There were five of them, three women and a man.
Two of the women, heavily veiled, came together, rang

the bell and were instantly admitted.
This pair came on foot, but the third, an elderly woman,

caine in a carriage.
She was unveiled, *3nd a very stylish person she was, too.
The Bradys pui her down for Mrs. Macready.
The men came singly, and there was apparently no at-

tempt at disguise.
The Bradys hung around for three hours' after that.
No others came, nor did any one leave the house.
It seemed hardly worth while-to watch all night.
Thinking that after this gathering of the elan some move

would be decided upon, the detectives stuck close to the
hotel all the next day and evening, but no one canie near
them.

The morning of the fourth day brought a change.
While the Bradys were seated at breakfast in the big

dining-room the waiter brought word that somebody was
inquiring at the office for the old detective.

"Man or woman?" asked Old King Brady. .
"A boy, sah," replied the colored man. "Furriner.

He's got a funny red cap on his head."
"Go and see who he is, Harry," said the old .detective,
Harry accordingly went to the office, but the boy had

gone, leaving behind him a letter addressed to Old King
Brady.

"What did he look like?" asked Harry of the clerk.
"He was a dark little fellow, about twelve or thirteen

years old, I should say," replied the clerk. "I should im-
agine he might be a Turk. Anyway, he wore a fez."

"Did he speak English?"
"Why, yes; he spoke well enough. I told him you were

at breakfast. He said he would wait, but when I looked
around he had gone and the letter was lying here on
the desk."

Harry took the letter back to the table and turned it over
to his chief.

It read as follows:

"Mr. Brady:
"You wish to see the Yogi Swami Yubata, I am told. I

am also informed that there are three in your firm and
that it is your custom to work together.

"If you will stand "in front of the Commons to^night at
eight, opposite Winter street, you will be addressed by
my messenger, who will inform you what you must do in
order to see the Yogi."

The letter was unsigned, but the writing was manifestly
that of a woman.

"Turns out just as I su-pposed it would, "^said Old King
Brady. "They are tired of guessing. Tttey have1 made" a

"You think it is a move on the part of the enemy?"
asked Alice, for so they had come to call the mysterious
people of 16 Calico place. N

"I so take it to be," was the reply.
"But may it not be the outcome of our advertisement?"

asked Harry.
"Maybe so. I wouldn't undertake to say. We are sim-

ply groping in the dark, but I shall keep the appointment
and see what comes -of it."

"If we could only see the inside • of : that house of mys-
tery," sighed Harry.

They were to see it that very morning.
For the Bradys had scarcely left the breakfast table

when the chief of the detectives walked up to them in
the hotel office.

"How are you getting along, with your case?" he asked.
"Not at all," replied Old King Brady . "I may say we

have done nothing."
•"I called around to say that neror having seen the

inside of 16 Calico place myself, I am planning to force
an entrance there this morning. Have you done anything
in that -matter?"

"Nothing."
"Would you like to go along with me?"
"I should, if you don't object to me go-ing in disguise."
"Not at all. Go as you please. You have a great

reputation for finding secret panels and so on. It oc-
curred to me that I might as well use you while I have
the chance."

"I haven't the least objection. And my partners?"
Alice was not present. The chief expressed himself aa

willing that Harry should go, but he preferred that Alice
should not.

Thus the appointment was made, and at ten o'clock the
chief, with two of his men and the two Bradys, tursed into
Calico place.

The crowd gathered in an instant when they saw their
destination.

But two policemen were on hand to keep them back.
They ascended the steps and the chief rang the bell

sharply several times.
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Presently 'a window overhead "Was opened and the old
Scotch woman's voice was heard speaking behind the
blinds.

"What is wanted?"
"We are officers. We want to come in," replied the

chief. .
"What, again?"
"Yes, again."
"I shall not let you in."
"Then we shall be obliged to break the doOf down."
"Wait!"
"Listen, Mrs. Dalgatty, we shall not wait. Unless you

instantly open that door we shall break it in."
"You will give rne time to get downstairs, I suppose.

I can't open the door up here."
"Time will be given you for that, of course, but no

more, so mind what you do."
"I'll open the door," replied the woman, and the win-

dow was heard to close.
Mrs. Dalgatty opened the door and admitted the de-

tectives.
She was furious!
Such another tirade the Bradys never listened to.
It was her house while she lived.
Mr. Hammond's will had so stated.
It was nobody's business who visited her.
She had a right to entertain her friends, she guessed,

and so on and so on.
Such were the sentiments of Mrs. Dalgatty, but the

language in which they were delivered would not look
well in print.

Little heed was paid to her.
The Bradys and the police detectives went all over the

house.
It was comfortably furnished in old-fashioned style,

and everything was very neat and clean.
Nothing was discovered to offer any clew to the mystery.
Nor could anything be gotten out of Mrs. Dalgatty.
Even in her rage the woman gave nothing away, and

after it was over she would not speak at all, but just fol-
lowed the detectives around in grim silence.

Special attention was paid to the cellar, of course, but
nothing came of it.

Old King Brady and Harry made one of their usual
examinations for secret doors; more careful and thorough
none can be, but all in vain.

In short, there was absolutely nothing discovered to
throw any light on the:mystery of No. 16 Calico place, so
far as uny :one but Old King Brady knew up to the:time
when they left the house. >

And the old detective?
Even Harry did not suspect that he possessed extra in-

formation, and yet his suspicions might have been aroused.
It was after all was over and the chief, standing with his

men in the hall, was trying to force Mrs. Dalgatty, partly
by threats and partly by persuasion, to answer questions.

Harry, who was watching the operation curiously, sud-
denly missed the old detective.

"Where did Mr. Brady go ?" he exclaimed.
"He went upstairs," replied one of the detectives.
Harry had not seen him go and he wondered why.

He was about to follow him when he saw Old King
Brady coming downstairs.

"Anything up?" he demanded.
"No," replied the 'old detective, quietly. "I just went

up to the bathroom to wash my hands. I got'them fear-
fully dirty feeling around the walls in the cellar.

Soon after all left the house with the mystery ufiex-
plained.

They parted on Court square, the Bradys starting back
for the hotel.

i "Harry, I've hit something," said Old King Brady, as
soon as they found themselves alone.

"You don't say. Why didn't you give it out?"
"Because I saw no use. That raid wasn't our funeral.

This thing came to me by accident and I have made up
my mind to suppress it for the time being until we know
where we are at with our case."

"But what'was it, governor? I am all impatience to
know."

"I actually did go upstairs to wash,my hands, Harry.
While I was doing it I left the bathroom door open. You
will remember it stands directly opposite the door of the
back room, the large chamber which Mrs. Dalgatty says
was Mr. Hammond's."

"Yes, yes. Well?"
"Well, I had just finished with my hands and was about

to turn away when I saw reflected in the glass which hangs
over the wash basin a man's face and the upper part of
his body."

"Well, say! Who could it have been?"
"It was a most peculiar face. I should say that of a

man at least sixty. Tall, little eyes, gray hair, choppy
gray side whiskers and a wax nose."

"A wax nose ? Are you sure?"
"Positive. There can be no mistake."
"What did you do?" *
"Got into that room as quick as my old legs would take

me, Harry, but I was not quick enough."
"No 4>ne there?"
"No one; but there was a pointer to mark the way he

went."
"What do you mean?"
"Remember that big wardrobe?" t
"Yes, indeed. As big as a house."
"You will remember then that I examined it and

sounded the back. The chief and I tried to move it out but
it is solid mahogany and weighs a ton. We couldn't budge
it."

"Yes, yes, I remember it all very well; but—>—"
"Patience. I am coming to the point. I am positive

that I closed the door of that wardrobe. What is more, it
closed hard and could not have opened of itself, nor could
Mrs. Dalgatty have opened it, for she was with us all
the while."

"And it was open when you got into the room?"
"Wide open. The man with the wax nose went through

the back of that wardrobe just as sure as I am telling
it to you now."

"If I remember right, there were clothes hanging in it."
"Yes, old clothes belonging to Mr. Hammond, the woman

said." *
"Did VQU examine them?"
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"No. It came to me that this was my secret and thai
it had been given to me privately for some good reason, so
I determined to keep my mouth shut. Before we quit
Boston the chief shall be told, in any case."

"He ought to be. He has been good to us and it is
only his due."

"I think so. He has been civil to us, to say the least."
"If we had gone to meet Mr. McPhinzie we should have

known what lies behind that wardrobe, governor."
"Surest thing you know, Harry. Not a doubt of it,

and to our cost. But here is another point, I think. I have
discovered how those people get out of the house."

"How?"
"Did you notice when we were looking out of the back

window that one end of that old church which the chief
told us was now used as a storage warehouse actually
touched the wall of the house?"

"Just at one corner."
"Yes; but there is room enough for a passage through.

That church will bear an examination, and it is going to
get it in the near future. In the meanwhile all that I have
actually seen is the reflection of a wax nose."

CHAPTER IV.
THE BBADYS FIND THE YOGI.

Alice was greatly interested in all the Bradys had to
report.

"It is a good thing you went," she remarked, "and
there is something coming out of it, I am sure."

"And now for to-night," said Old King Brady. "If
we get back into 16 Calico place at least we shall know how
to act."

Evening came and found the Bradys on Tremont street,
pacing up and down in front of the far-famed Boston Com-
mon, directly opposite Winter street.

And this was the time when even Harry had to admit
that the old detective's peculiar costume has its advantage.

For nobody can mistake Old King Brady for. anybody
but Old King Brady when he dresses thus.

They waited more than half an hour beyond the ap-
pointed time when suddenly a handsome touring car drew
up at the curb on the opposite side of Tremont street.

The sides were up and they could see no one but the
chauffeur and a boy, who sat beside him.

But their attention was attracted to the oufit at once,
for the boy wore a fez.

"This is ours," said Old King Brady. "High priced, at
all events."

The boy jumped down and hurried across the broad
street.

Approaching Old King Brady, he folded his arms and
made a low bow.

"You are Mr. Old King Brady?" he said.
"I am," replied the old detective.
"The lady waits for you in the automobile."
"For me alone? These are my partners."
"She waits for all three of you."
"Very well. Lead on."
They crossed the street, coming up to the auto on the

side towards the walk.
A large, stout woman, most expensively ̂ dressed and

wearing a heavy black veil which completely concealed
her features sat in the tonneau.

"You are Mr. Brady?" she asked, in a low, well-modu-
lated voice.

"I am, madam."
"And these are your partners, Young King Brady and

Miss Montgomery?"
"They are, madam. May I inquire whom I have the

honor of addressing?"
"I regret to say that there are certain reasons why I

should conceal my identity, Mr. Brady. Still, as it is in-
convenient to carry on conversation when one has no name,
I must give myself one. You may call me Madam Nemo.
Nemo, meaning nobody, you understand."

. "I understand. What is your pleasure?"
"You advertised that you wished to see the Yogi Swami

Yubata."
"May I ask how you know this?"
"It is quite simple. Your advertisement stated that

replies were to be sent to Young's Hotel, but it bore no
name. I instituted inquiry and found that you were
staying at Young's, so I felt it safe to assume that you
were the party who advertised. Am I right?"

"Quite right."
"And you still wish to see the Yogi?"
"I do."
"May I ask with what motive?"
"I prefer not to state my motive."
"Which makes it necessary for me to state it fer you.

It is in reference to the ruby bug."
"You appear to be well informed."
"Admit that J am right, if we are to pursue this mat-

ter further."
"I admit it."
"Very well; then all you have to do is to get in with me

and I will take you to my home where the Yogi is at pres-
ent staying."

"But where is your house?"
"That brings me to rather an unpleasant part of the

business. I cannot tell you. What is more, during the
last stage of your ride it will be necessary for you to al-
low my chauffeur to blindfold you."

"But, madam, this is scarcely reasonable."
"I know it must sound Very unreasonable, but it has

to be."
"You do not even show your face to us. You want us

to hide ours. All this is calculated to arouse one's sus-
picion."

"I know it. You have a right to suspect me. Never-
theless, I give you my word as a woman of honor that
I intend no harm. You are as safe in acceding to my'
request as you would be in walking up Tremont street;
of course, barring accidents; unless, for instance, some-
thing should happen to the automobile."

"I will confer with my partners," said Old King Brady,
and he drew away.

"What do you think, Harry," he whispered, "shall we
risk it?"

"I'm inclined to," replied Young King Brady.
"Same here," said Alice. "I want to see the end of

this."
"I fail to see how we run any great risk," said the old
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detective. "We are two men to one, the boy don't count,
of course."

"And I ought to be good for the woman," added Alice.
"But the blindfolding?"
"That's the worst feature of it," said Harry. "If she

could only be induced to cut that out."
"I am afraid it is useless to ask it. She does not ap-

pear to be a person who can be argued out of anything."
"That's right, judging from her talk."
"So we must either accept or reject her proposal."
"Let's go," said Harry, who is ever ready to take chances.

"I'll keep a sharp lookout, for Alice's sake."
Harry and Alice are practically engaged, we may re-

mark.
It is probable that the near future will see them man

and wife.
Old King Brady returned to the automobile.
"We will go with you, madam," he said, "but Miss

Montgomery has serious objections to the blindfolding.
Would it not be possible to cut that out ?"

"No," replied the woman, decidedly. "I do not care
to have you know where you are going. It is either that or
nothing, Mr. Brady. Believe me when I say that unless
you yield to my wishes you will never find the Yogi Swami
Yubata."

"Well, then, we will go."
"It is well," said Madam Nemo. "Miss Montgomery and

the young man can crowd in here with me. Ydu can
ride with the chauffeur; the boy, on the outrigger seat."

The Bradys and Alice thus disposed themselves and the
ride began.

From the moment they started no word was spoken.
Alice, indeed, tried to draw the veiled'woman out, but

she answered only in monosyllables.
Seeing that it was useless to try to make her talk, Alice

soon gave it up.
As for the chauffeur, Old King Brady found him equally

taciturn.
They went out Brookline way, but passed through that

richest of all American towns and struck into the city of
Newton.

This place is worthy of a moment's description.
It covers a wide space and consists of many small towns

recently incorporated under this name. It is one succes-
sion of beautiful villas and comfortable cottages.

Poverty and squalor are all but unknown.
On and still on the auto flew, coming into a country

less thickly settled, though there was scarcely a break
between the villas, which became even more stately and
expensive.

This was the Wellesly district.
Thus far, Old King Brady had been able to follow their

route.
But Madam Nemo was now prepared to head him off.
The auto suddenly turned down a country lane where

there were no houses and stopped in the midst of a piece
of woods.

"Now, then, Mr. Brady," said the veiled woman, "the
time has come when you must be blindfolded. If you will
kindly step out the chauffeur will attend to it."

Having gone thus far, the old detective saw nothing for
it but to submit.

A large, new silk handkerchief was accordingly tied over
his eyes and he was helped back into the automobile.

Harry's turn came next.
Madam Nemo blindfolded Alice herself.
All being ready, the auto again started, and this time

they went like the wind.
For fully twenty minutes the ride continued.
The old detective felt satisfied that they were taking

the back track from the turns they made, and that they
had returned to the Newtons.

At last there came a slowing down, and soon they stopped
after the machine had made a sharp turn.

"Off with the handkerchiefs," said Madam Nemo. "No
more secrecy now."

The blinds were quickly removed and the Bradys and
Alice saw that they had stopped before a large old Colonial
house, painted white, and fairly well preserved, as nearly
as they could make out in the dim light.

The front door stood open and just beyond the threshold
was an elderly man holding a lantern.

He was evidently F^nglish and equally evident was it
that he was a servant.

The chauffeur jumped out, 'helping Madam Nemo to
alight, and Harry assisted Alice.

"You will follow me," said Madam Nemo.
Meanwhile, the boy who looked to the Bradys to be an

Oriental of some sort had preceded them into the house.
They passed into a plainly furnished parlor, where every-

thing was quite in the usual New England style.
"Be seated," said Madam Nemo. "I will wait on the

Yogi and see hoV.soon he can received you."
She did not remove her veil, although the Bradys had

been in hopes that she would do so.
Now was the time to press for one essential point the

old detective thought.
"Madam," he said, "there is one thing I must impress

upon you. It will be necessary for me to see this man
alone."

"I understand that perfectly, and you shall see him
alone," was the reply.

She then swept from the room with the grace of a
duchess.

"That is a highly educated woman and one who has been
accustomed to move in the highest society," Old King
Brady remarked.

"Undoubtedly," replied Alice.
"You didn't get much out of her, did you?"
"Nothing at all."
"The machine made such a noise that I could not hear

whether you were talking or not."
"She wouldn't talk."
"Any idea where we are?" whispered Harry.
"Somewhere within the limits of the city of Newton,

undoubtedly," replied the old detective.
"That don't tell us much. New.ton is a big place."
"Not only that, but it is spread over a tremendous

amount of ground. It would be very difficult to locate this
place."

"I've got the" number of the auto all right."
"Yes, but how do we know that it is not a false one,

prepared for the occasion. It is impossible to tell."
"Well, that's so. What do you think of the boy?"
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"Do you mean how do I place him as to nationality ?"
"Yes."
"Well, I should say that he probably comes from some-

where in the northern part of India."
"And is a Mohammedan?"
"Yes, if the fez is any guide. Probably that,is what

he. is."
"Hark!" said Alice. "I hear somebody coming."
It proved to be Madam Nemo herself.
She opened the door, her face being still veiled, and

said:
"Now the Yogi will receive you, but do not address

him until he speaks to yo.u. He has just come out of a
trance. It is always best to leave him alone on such oc-
casions."

"Is he subject to trances?" asked Harry.
"It is his business," replied Madam1 Nemo, almost

sternly. "You don't believe in such things. I do."
They arose and followed her up a flight of stairs, into a

front chamber, which was furnished in true Oriental style.
There were no chairs here, nor bed.
In the middle of the floor a Persian rug was spread,

which the Bradys recognized as being exceedingly valuable.
In one corner were many cushions.
Near the middle of the rug was a man of rather small

build, dressed in Hindoo style, with an enormous, white
turban on his. head.

He was seated cro&slegged on a large cushion, with his
arms folded.

Madam Nemo bowed low.
"These are the detectives, Swami," she said. "I have

brought them to you according to your desire."
Then, with another profound bow, in making which she

bent nearly double, she withdrew and closed the door.
The Bradys had found the Yogi Swami Yubata at last.

CHAPTER V.
THE BEADYS ARE INTRODUCED TO "jIMMIE."

When Madam Nemo addressed the Yogi he made her
no answer, nor did he even raise his eyes .from the Per-
sian rug upon which they were fixed.

It was the same in regard to the Bradys.
He paid absolutely no attention to them.
Thus the situation became embarrassing as the moments,

passed, and this state of things continued, more especially
as there was not even a chair for Alice to sit on.

But the Bradys, heeding what Madam Nemo ha$ said,
remained dumb.

Fully fifteen minutes passed before this changed.
At last the Hindoo, heaving a deep sight, raised his head

and fixed his eyes upon the detectives.
They thought it was going to end then, but it did not.
He kept staring at them until the strain became almost

unendurable.
Harry expected to see his chief explode every instant, but

Old King Brady held himself in tight.
He had no doubt that this was really the man they

sought, nor did he doubt now that Madam Nemo was act-
ing in good faith, whatever her motive might be.

At last the Yogi spoke.
Like most educated Hindoos, and this man's face seemed

to indicate that he was one, his English was perfect.

"You are Old King Brady, the detective ?" he asked, in
a deep voice.

"I am," was the reply.
"You advertised for me?"
"I did." /
"Why?"
"I am acting under the instruction of Mr, Patrick Fer-

guson, of Calcutta."
"I do not know the man* What is his, business.? What

is yours?"
"He is a lawyer. I am a Secret Service- deteetive. These

are my partners. We are working on a case concerning
which we really know very little. It is desired to recoTer
a certain brooch made in the shape of a bug or beetle an4
studded with rubies, which has been stolen from sojae
client of Mr. Ferguson. I am instructed to present, yon
with this ring and to ask your help to find this ruby bug.
You are to keep the ring,"

Thus saying, Old King Brady produced the ring.
But instead of receiving it the Yoki waved him back-.
"Wait!" he cried, in,a tone of awe. "It is my saejred

ring of. the elephant go.d Ganessa, the god of my fathers
for many generations. I must put myself in position,to
receive it."

He bent low until his face touched the carpet.
Then raising his head, without in the least disturbing

the position of his body? he fixed his eyes on Old King
Brady aiid extended his hand, saying:

"Give me the ring."
The old detective presented it.
The Yogi kissed it, pressed it for a moment to his fore'

head, then clutching it in. his hand he seemed to lose
consciousness.

His eyes closed, he rolled over on his back and lay as
one dead.

"He's in one of his trances, I suppose," sai.d Harry.
"Evidently," replied the old detective.
Harry gave a contemptuous sniff.
"Hush!" said Old King Brady, sternly, and his partner

checked himself in whatever he might have said.
For a few minutes the Yogi lay thus, and then a strange

voice spoke.
It seemed to come from the Hindoo, but his lips did not

move.
The voice, moreover, was that of a,child.
And we may as well add right here that the Bradys al-

ways believed that the boy acted as a confederate to the
Yogi. Probably there were others also who played their
part in the strange action which was to follow. But the
truth of this they never learned.

"Mr. Old King Brad}7," said the voice, "we are going
to help you find that ruby bug, but you must be good and
do everything you are told."

Of course, Old King Brady knew that this voice was
supposed to be that of a "spirit," speaking through the
"entranced" Hindoo.

Equally, of course, he attached no weight to it.
But it was necessary to humor the Yogi, so he replied:
"All right. Who are you?"
"I am Jimmie," said the voice.
"All right, Jimmie."
"You don't believe it."
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"Never mind about that. I am ready to do what you tell
me, Jimmie."

"All right, Mr. Detective. Say, we are going to find
that bug."

"It is what we want."
"Much obliged to you for bringing that ring to my

Yogi. It is just what he wanted."
"Don't thank me, thank Mr. Ferguson."
"I don't know Mr. Ferguson. Say!"
"Well, Jimmie?"
"What you want to do now, first off, is to go downstairs

and get your supper. See ?"
"We have had our supper, Jimmie."
"That makes no difference. Mrs. Mac . There! I

almost spoke her name, and she told me I mustn't. I near
forgot. You call her Madam Nemo. That's good enough.
Well, say, she will make you eat supper. Do it to oblige
her. It will make her feel good. She's a good woman,
Mr. Detective."

"All right, Jimmie, all right."
"Well, I'm going now. So long! See you later. Don't

you touch my Yogi. You leave him just as he is."
And that was all.
Old King Brady arose and opened the door, motioning to

Harry to follow him, which they did, closing the door.
"What rubbish!" breathed Young King Braly. "'Just

as though we could be fooled with any such cheap skate
business."

"Hush! hush!" whispered the old detective. "None of
that now or we shall spoil everything."

He led the way down into the lower hall.
Madam Nemo, who had removed her wraps, sat there

'awaiting them.
She had removed her veil, too, but in its place she had

put on a white silk half mask, which entirely concealed
the upper part of her face.

" Jimniie told us to get out, madam," said Old King
Brady, "so here we are." ^^

"So you have been talking to Jimmie," replied the lady,
with a light laugh. "Did he• send amv instructions to me?"

"None." *
"They will come later. Meanwhile, if you will do me

the honor, we will sit down to supper together. It is all
ready to be served."

"We have had our supper, but, as Jimmie says, we
must have another. I suppose we must obey."

"It will be best to obey Jimmie, if we want to make
any headway in this business of the ruby bug," replied
Madam Nemo, quite seriously. "But tell me, Mr. Brady,
do you believe in this sort of business?"

"Frankly, madam, I do not."
"I suppose not. But wait. We shall convert you yet."
"I am open to proof, I trust." \
"That is the way to look at it," said the lady, and,

arising, she rang a bell.
The serving man appeared.
"Thomas, we are ready "for supper," said Madam Nemo.
"Very good, ma'am. Supper is all ready," was the

reply.
" Serve it and summon us."

Thomas did not keep them waiting long.
The Bradys were ushered into a comfortable dining-

room where a model supper was served by the butter.
Having already eaten supper, the Bradys and Alice were

able to partake but sparingly.
Madam Nemo made an effort to be sociable. She in-

quired about the detectives' work, generally, and all three
responding, conversation was maintained for awhile, but it
soon lagged.

Clearly, the lady had no intention of telling anything
about herself.

After supper they retired to the old-fashioned parlor,
where they waited in painful embarrassment for some time.

Madam Nemo did her best to keep up the conversation.
The Bradys scarcely responded, for the old detective

thought that it was best to leave the woman to her own
reflections and had so told his partners by secret sign.

Suddenly the lady sprang to her feet.
"Mercy!" she cried, "I can stand this no longer. It is

worse than a Quaker meeting. Do you mind if I play and
sing, Mr. Brady?"

"Certainly not. I shall be delighted to listen," was
the reply.

She opened the piano and, seating herself, sang several
operatic airs .and ballads, accompanying herself on the in-
strument.

' Her voice was superb; it had evidently been highly cul-
tivated.

It was indeed a treat to listen.
She was still at.it when there came a knock on the door.
Madam Nemo stopped, instantly.
"Come in, Muley," she called.
The door opened and the boy appeared, still wearing'

his fez.
"Jimmie says he is all ready, madam," he said, with a

low bow.
"Oh, all right. We will come up," replied the lady.
Turning to Old King Brady she added:
"The Yogi is about to entertain us with a little seance.

You will not object to joining me, I suppose? It wan
for this I brought you out here."

"Certainly not," said the old detective. "We are in
your hands."

They ascended to the room above, Muley leading the
way and opening the door for them. , ,

Here conditions had changed.
A small lamp shielded by a piece of orange-colored tissue

paper burned in one corner on a table.
Across another corner black curtains had been drawn,

forming such a "cabinet" as cheap spiritualist mediums use.
In front of this, but at some distance back, four chairs

had been placed.
Close to the cabinet was a low stool, upon which Muley

seated himself.
And now from behind the curtain the voice "Jimmie"

spoke.
"Good evening, Mrs. Mac," he called, and then with a

chuckling laugh, added:
"There I go again. Another break. But don't be mad.

I'm the worst hand in the world to keep "a secret."
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"It's real mean of you, Jimmie," replied the lady, "but
as I am in your hands I can't help myself. You may
as well go on calling me Mrs. Mac, now.'*

"She's Mrs. Macread}', of course," thought Old King
Brady. Harry and Alice had already decided that same
way.

"Good evening, Mr. Big Detective!" Jimmie went on.
"Good, evening, Mr. Little Detective! Good evening, Miss
She Detective! Good evening, everybody!"

All this seemed so comical that no one could help laugh-
ing.

"I don't think you are a bit complimentary, Jimmie,"
said Alice.

"I know it," replied the voice, "but that's only my fun,
and I don't want to hurt your feelings. I'll call you Miss
Alice after this. But sit down, everybody, and keep quiet.
I can't tell you about that bug. I don't know anything
about bugs, but somebody is coming, bye-and-bye, who does,
and he will tell you all you want to know. Meanwhile, let's
have a little fun. I want to show you what me and my
Yogi can do."

"You better get your Yogi to teach you good grammar,
Jimmie," observed Mrs. Mac.

"That's what the big cop said who arrested my Yogi
and had him sent to the island," chattered Jimmie. "Huh!
I can talk as good English as he can, anyway."

"Never mind about that now, Jimmie," said Mrs. Mac.
"That was long ago."

"Oh, I know!" cried the voice. "The Bradys and Miss
Alice know, too. But what's the odds ? It all worked
out to the good. You know as well as I do, Mrs. Mac,
that if it had never happened my Yogi would never have
got acquainted with you and we shouldn't be here now.
But that's all. Now I'm done for I must get down to
business. But first you must come and see my Yogi, you
detectives.' You mustn't touch him, mind. Just look.
Come now."

Old King Brady'arose and pulled the curtain aside.
There seated, cross-legged, upon a cushion thrown down

on the floor was the Yogi.
His arms were folded across his breast; his head was

bowed; he seemed to be in a deep sleep.
"He seems to be asleep, Jimmie," Old King Brady

observed.
There was no response.
"Jimmie won't speak when you have the curtain open,"

remarked Mrs. Mac.
"Can't!" cried the voice, after Old King Brady had

drawn the curtain into place.
"There are some things I can do and some I can't,"

he added. "It is impossible for me to do but one thing
at a time."

While this was being said, Harry closely observed Muley
and plainly saw the boy's lips moving.

"He's just a clever ventriloquist," thought Young King
Brady, and so it probably was, and yet it is a fact that the
voice of "Jimmie" bore no resemblance whatever to Muley's
manner of speaking.

"Now sit down and watch, you detectives," cried Jim-
mie, "for the fun is about to begin."

/ \
CHAPTER VI.

THAT WONDERFUL "SEANCE."

It is not without much hesitation that we have decided ,
to work up Old King Brady's notes for this chapter.

This, lest it should be thought that we were drawing on
our own imagination and trying to force things incredible
upon our readers.

But we can only say that nothing is here described that
has not been already described by many travelers in India,
as indeed have tricks even far more wonderful.

Indeed, there seems to be no limit to the skill of a well-
trained faker.

In India, these tricks are usually performed in the open
air, which makes them all the more difficult.

In Boston, that city of many queer religious sects, where
occultism, so called, runs rampant, it is not strange that
the Yogi Swami Yubata should choose to do his tricks be-
hind the shelter of a "cabinet" and in a darkened room.

Doubtless, the Yogi congratulated himself upon finding
his Bostonian admirers "dead easy."

But be all this as it may, certain is it that the unbeliev-
ing Bradys were not able to detect fraud which probably
would have been "dead easy" for them had they been af-
forded sufficient light.

But to resume with "Jimmie's" seance.
The first thing which happened involved the boy Muley.
It began with a woman's voice being heard up at the

ceiling, near the middle of the room.
"Muley, come here!" the voice seemed to call down.

"Muley, I want you. Come here! Come here!"
The voice ceased! and "Jimmie" said:
"Let no one move or speak."
Mrs. Mac turned suddenly upon the detectives and said:
"I trust, gentlemen, that I am making no mistake in

relying upon your honor not to interfere with these pro-
ceedings in any way?"

"We shall not interfere, madam," replied Old King
Brady, quietly. "You may rely upon us."

'"Of course," said Jimmie, "Mr. Big Brady is a good
man. I know who I can trust. Now look!"

As the voice spote the stool upon which Muley sat
began to slowly rise in the air, carrying the boy with it
until it got up about as high as Old King Brady's head.

There was no support that the Bradys could see, but
they felt sure that invisible wires supported it.

It hovered there for a few seconds and then slowly as-
cended to the ceiling.

Muley did not seem in the least afraid.
He sat there with his arms folded and appeared rather

to enjoy it. •
For a few more seconds it remained there and then sud-

denly the stool, still carrying its burden, shot with light-
ning rapidity over the o^pen top of the cabinet and hov-
ered there.

At the same instant a large black hand and arm rose
from above the curtain, seized the stool and turned it
upside down.

Muley dove into the cabinet, while the stool came f ly ing
over the curtain and dropped at Old King Brady's feet.

Muley jumped out from behind the curtain, as lively
as ever.
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i Jimmie called:
i "Xow, Mr. Brady, come in and find that hand! Just
you alone. Yon can use your flashlight if you want to.
Look all around, only don't touch my Yogi; and, remem-
ber that he is no coon."

It was a fact that Swami Yubata was the lightest skin-
ned Hindoo Old King Brady had ever seen.

The old detective accepted the invitation, but nothing
came of it. '

The Yogi sat there precisely as before.
Old King Brady carefully examined the interior of

the cabinet with his flashlight, but not a trace of the
huge black hand could he discover.

Doubtless it was concealed beneath the Yogi's flowing
dress, which was in the native Hindoo style.

And Old King Brady practically said as much when he
came out, for, addressing "Jimmie," he remarked that he
did not care to make any further examinations in the cab-
inet unless he could examine the Yogi's clothes.

"Oh, is that so?" cried the voice, insolently. "Well, you
can't do it and that's all here is about it. See?"

There was silence for a moment and then something
happened.

jSTow the Yogi himself came floating out of the open
top of the cabinet, probably on wires.

He remained in precisely the same position.
Crossed legs, folded arms and his turbaned head drop-

ped upon his breast.
He moved on to the exact position to which the boy

had attained and his head seemed to bump against the
ceiling. »

Then back he went, until while hovering over the top
of the cabinet, out popped that same huge black hand—it
was twice as big as any hand the Bradys had ever seen,
and pulled him down behind the curtain.
. "There now, Mr. Big Detective," cried Jimmie, "did
my Yogi have that hand up his sleeve?"

"You have me there," replied Old King Brady. "All
the same, Jimmie, I should like to see you lift me up."

"I can do it," was the retort.
"Do it, then."
"Mebbe I will before we get through."
But he didn't, and Old King Brady was not converted,

despite the mystery of the hand.
Now many other remarkable things occurred at Mrs.

Mac's seance that night.
These, however, we do not propose to give, for we feel

that we have sufficiently taxed the credulity and the pa-
tience of our readers.

We shall, therefore, simply add that after all was over
a tall figure suddenly appeared at the cabinet, parting
the curtains with both hands.

It was a dark-skinned man, clothed in gorgeous Orien-
tal robes, which certainly seemed to be all ablaze with
jewels, as was the immense turban which he wore.

He was a man much taller and much larger every way
than the Yogi, who could not be seen behind him.

His eyes ^appeared to be immense and were set very
wide apart.

Mrs. Mac at once arose and went forward.
The figure laid a jeweled hand on her head and spoke

in a whisper.

She bowed low before him and retreated to her seat.
Then the man spoke in a deep voice, exactly resembling

that of the Yogi,1 saying:
"Mr. Brady, I am here to give you a clew to the where-

abouts of the ruby bug. You will find it in the possession
of the shadow with .the wax nose."

Having said "this, the gorgeous figure seemed to melt
away, although the curtains did not close till after he
had fully disappeared.

The last the Bradys saw was a thin line of white, which
looked almost like a cloud.

This vanished and the curtains closed.
And this was all.
The Yogi was now heard coughing violently inside the

cabinet. i
Muley went for a glass of water from a pitcher which

stood on a table. *
He threw aside the curtain.
The Yogi had unfolded his arms and his head was up.
He seized the glass with art unsteady hand and drank,

greedily.
"It is all over," said Mrs. Mac.
"Is it?" replied the old detective.
"Yes. What do you think of it?"
"Very clever. I don't know that I ever saw anything

of the kind better done."
The woman gave a contemptuous sniff and said no

more.
And now the Yogi spoke.
"Did you get what you wanted, Mr. Brady?" he asked.
"I don't know that I exactly understand your question,"

replied Old King Brady, anxious to draw the man out.
"Oh, I think you do," was the reply.
"Kindly be more definite."
"Your letter of instruction from Calcutta ordered you

to come to me and also stated that I would give you a
clew to the whereabouts of the ruby bug. Is it not so?"

"It is."
"Have I done so?"
"Something was said; I cannot say whether it was a

clew or not."
"What was it?"
"If you said it you surely ought to know what it was."
"You shall not be kept in ignorance, Swami," cried

Mrs. Mac. "It is useless to fence with unbelievers. What
the Begum said was that the bug is in the possession of
the shadow with the wax nose. Doubtless, Old King
Brady knows what that means."

The Yogi gave a violent start and immediately came
cut of the cabinet.

"And was that said? Was that said?" he demanded.
" It was," admitted the old detective.
"And you know what it refers to?"
"I cannot deny that it has a reference to a matter which

I understand."
"What matter? Tell it!"
"Pardon me, my friend, but I shall not tell it."
"And such is your gratitude!" cried Mrs. Mac. "f^fter

all the trouble I have been at, but it is only what might
have been expected of your kind."

She arose and angrily swept out of the room.
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Old King Brady expected that the Yogi would pursue
the subject, but he did not.

Instead, he told Muley to light a large lamp which stood
on the table, and this was done.

The Bradys stood around, embarrassed.
The Yogi meanwhile took down the curtain, folded it up

and flung it on a sofa.
Then he pulled the cushion forward, seated himself on

*t in his usual fashion and lighted a cigarette.
"I suppose we are all through here," remarked Harry.
"How is it?" Old King Brady asked the Hindoo.
"I am quite through with you," was the sour reply.
"It seems, to me that it is up to you to explain what

was meant by that allusion to the shadow with the wax
nose," said Old King Brady, who was determined to make
no mention of 16 Calico place in any event.

"Nothing to say," snarled the Yogi.
"But, my friend "
"Nothing to say, I tell you."
"My letter of instruction mentions that the ruby bug

was formerly the property of the Begum of Bhadapota.
Our friend, Mrs. Mac, alluded to that last figure which ap-
peared as the Begum. Do I understand that you pretend
to have raised the spook of the original owner of the ruby
bug?"

"Nothing to say. I raise no spooks. I don't know
what you mean!" snarled the Yogi, so fiercely that Old
King Brady concluded that, on Alice's account, it would
be best to beat a retreat.

"Come, we will go," :he said, aad they went down into
the parlor.

Probably MTS. Mac heard them on the, stairs> for'she im-
mediately joined them, dressed as, they had first seen her,
even to the veil.

"Well, Mr. Brady," she asked, "are you prepared to
explain the1 meaning; of what <was said ?"

"Lam:not, madam," replied the old detective. "I can-
not consent to give away my professional secrets to any
one."

"Very well. I shall not ask you again. I presume, how-
ever, as a man of honor, you are prepared to fulfill the
contract you made with me, without putting me to un-
necessary trouble?" ^

"You refer to what?" *
"To .leaving this .house blindfolded as you came."
"Yes, I shall live up to my bargain."
"Very well. The automobile is ready. I shall .accom-

pany you to a certain railroad station and there, leave
you."

They passed out by the big front door and entered the
automobile after the blindfolding had been done.

Like lightning they were: whirled along the country roads
for many miles.

Finally they stopped and the handkerchiefs were re-
moved.

On they went, until they finally turned up at the Brigh-
ton station, which is within the limits of the city of Boston.

'VThere will be a train in ten minutes," said Mrs. Mac,
adding:

"And now, Mr. Brady, I make one final appeal to you.
Will you take me into your full confidence in this case ?"

This time Old King Brady changed his tactics.

"Yes, madam, I will," he replied, "providing yoil wil|
show me your face and tell me your name and what interes
you have in this matter."

"I cannot do it." !
"Then I cannot comply with your request." f
"As you will," replied the veiled woman, coldly, "jj^

beelieve me, you will regret this."
She gave a signal to her chauffeur and was whirled away

CHAPTER VII.

M'PHINZIE.
Needless to say the clever work of the Hindoo juggler

called forth a lot of discussion between the three members
of the Brady Detective Bureau.

But it was only a discussion as to how the Yogi did it
for that he actually manipulated the whole affair himself
they accepted without question.

Harry favored the theory of confederates.
Old King Brady, dwelling on the darkness of the room

leaned towards the idea of concealed wires for the lifting,
or "levitation," as believers call it, and a lay figure with
the Yogi inside to operate it for the "Begum."

But they could arrive at no satisfactory conclusion, for
against all these theories was the fact that these wonders
had been performed in'a private dwelling, presumably the
property of a person of wealth and station, who certainly
seemed to Relieve in it all.

The- old detective did not feel so sure that the veiled
woman was the rich Mrs. Macready, and he told Alice
next morning that it must be her work to ascertain this
fact.

As for himself and Harry, they were to hark back to 16
Calico place. '

This was not now to be avoided, danger or no danger.
For the s.econd advices in this, queer case from Calcutta

had thrown them back upon the first.
But for the backing of the United States Secret Service

Bureau, it would be hard to determine which was genuine.
"We'll go to the tax office first and ascertain who owns

that old church," said the elder detective. "After that I
want to get a look at old John Hammond's will, which
can be easily had at the Recorder's office."

They attended to both.
The old church—it had long been abandoned as a house

of worship—proved to belong to the Hammond estate^ .
As for the will, it at once blocked the Bradys' road and

made it appear that the dead butcher might himself hare
been mixed up with some odd religious cult.

After ordering the distribution of half the property
among his legal heirs, it devised the remainder to "my
friend, Percival Glynn, in trust for the Brotherhood of
Brahma."

The trust had not yet been vacated, according to the
records. t

What the "Brotherhood of Brahma" could be was a mat-
ter of guesswork, of course, but it seemed probable thai

A*"1™!, C°Uld °nly refer to some Hindoo religious cult,
% As Old King Brady well knew, there are many suci
m Boston.

"We must go to work," observed the old detective. "Nc
use, of course, to call on this man Glynn. We want tc
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get into the church, if we can, and doubtless we can do
it, ,but that will have to be postponed until after dark."

i "What about trying to -smoke out Angus McPhinzie,"
'suggested Harry. "He may prave to be your man with
the wax nose."

"I had thought of that. Suppose we try it. We will
go to the house together and see what Mrs. Dalgatty has
to say for herself to-day."

They went.
No disguising this time.
Old King Brady was determined to use his "trade-mark

clothes," as Harry styles them, for all they were worth.
It took three rings to*bring Mrs. Dalgatty to the door.
Her sharp, comely features lighted up when she looked

at her visitors.
"Come!" she exclaimed. "You have got sensible, at last,

young man; you have brought Old King Beady/'
"Yes, ma'am, this is nae," said tiie old detective. "I've

been-a-long time coming, but now I am ,hexe. Tell me
when I can see Mr. MePhineie?"

"Well, I guess you can see him moat any time now," ,was
the. ieply. "If you will come in 'and wait I was 'ascer-
tain."

"Is he here in the house?"
"Now don't you go asking nae questions," retorted Mrs.

Dalgatty, "for I am not going to answer one single one.
You don't have to come in, either; you can >stand on the
steps or come again in fifteen or twenty minutes, which-
ever suits you best."

"We will come in and wait," replied the old detective.
"There's one thing I ought to say to you if'you,are going

to do that," said Mrs. Dalgatty.
"And what is it ?"
"I shall have to lock you in the parlor."'
"•Why so?"
"Those are my orders."
"Orders from who?"
"No matter."
Old King Brady hesitated.
But he had examined the parlor and felt satisfied that

there was no secret panel, movable floor or anything of
that sort connected with the room, so he consented.

There were two doors to the parlor.
One leading into a room behind had been bolted on the

other side when Old King Brady came with the raiders
and was so now.

The other led out into the hall, a»d this door Mrs.
Dalgatty locked. They could hear her take out the key
aad go away. iShe had also-^been particular to bolt the
front door and put up tEe chain.

'"Well," qwestioaed Harry, looking around at the old-
fashioned furnishings, ''what are we up against now, do
you suppose?"

"Up against a wait, and we mu-st improve every second
of it," replied the old detective.

He produced his skeleton keys and readily handled the
lock.

"Quick! To the wardrobe I" he breathed, "and don't
make a particle of noise.

They tiptoed upstairs.
Everything remained as they had seen it before.
If ever the Bradys did quick work it was then.

And they met with their reward.
The back of the wardrobe opened inward, like a door.
It was Harry'who found the secret spring.
Behind was a passage leading towards the rear of the

building.
It was so narrow that to pass through it one had to

go sideways.
Old King Brady made the attempt, while Harry stood

guard.
He was back in no time.
"Ends at a door on the right," he announced. "Un-

doubtedly this leads into the old church. It was locked,
and I did not attempt to open it."

"We better get back, I suppose."
"I think so. We don't want to be caught spying 'at

this stage of the game."
They hurried downstairs and locked themselves ia the

'parlor.
It was well that they did so, for within two minutes

Mrs. Dalgatty was heard at the door.
She came in, looking a shade disappointed, the Bcadyi

thought.
"He will see you,if you will call on him," she said.
"Where?" demanded the ojd detective.
Mrs. Dalgatty mentioned one of the many narrow alleys

in the neighborhood, the name of which we don't care to
give.

Enough to say it was immediately in the rear of Calico
.place as much as anything could be, in the rear, where
every alley runs at 'angles.

"The name is not on the sign," Mrs. Dalgatty went on
to say. "That's Angus, but you will find Mr. McPhinzie
there."

The Bradys then withdrew, looked up this alley and
found Mr. McPhinzie's sign. * ,

It was a qaint little shope if here watches and clockg
•were repaired.

There were trays'containing old coins in the window, sea
ishells, minerals, stuffed .birds and the like were ihere, too.

A regular old curiosity shop, in fact, and the name
over the door, painted on a huge wooden ,watch, wsas
"Angus."

The Br-adys entered.
The danger element was not very apparent here.
Behind the counter stood a tall, spare -man of fully- sev-

enty yeass, with sharp 'features and iron-gray hair, • i&vi~
dently a Scotchman.

There was -nobody, else in -the store.
Evidently he had seen them fcoming for he eyed them

with no surprise.
"I am Old King Brady, and I want to see Mr. Angu*

McPhinzie," the old detective -said.
"I am Angus McPhinzie."
The reply was given wdth the strongest sort of a Scetek

accent, which we shall not attempt to reproduce.
"You Imow qjir business?" asked the old detective.
"Is this young man your partner ?" demanded the curi-

osity dealer. »
"He is."
"Yes, I know your business. You have been in Boston

several days. Why didn't you come to me before, according
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to your instructions 'from Mr. Patrick Ferguson, of Cal-
cutta?"

"Mr. McPhinzie, it may be well enough for you to know
that we are not working for Mr. Ferguson, but for the
United States Secret Service Bureau. We are obliged to
do as we are told."

The Scotchman looked surprised.
"What has the Secret Service Bureau got, to with the

case of the ruby bug?" he asked.
"I will be perfectly frank with you. That we do not

even know."
"Strange."
"You do not understand Secret Service methods or you

would not say so. It is a thing which frequently occurs.
But to get to business. According to the letter you were
to give us a starting clew to work on."

"Yes; but I don't know about that. You have already
begun work. I don't know if I want to* give you the clew
or not. What have you done so far?"

"I may say nothing. What little has been done can be
crossed out. We are ready to begin again."

" Have you any idea what this ruby bug looks like ?"
"It has been described to us by Mr. Ferguson."
"Would you like to see a photograph of it?"
"Very much. Have you such a thing?"
"I have."
"I shall be pleased to see it."
Mr. McPhinzie turned to an old-fashioned coin cabinet

and pulled out a drawer from which he took an unmounted
snapshot print.

But it did little for the Bradys save to confirm the im-
pression of the bug already in their minds.

"That picture came to me from Calcutta," said the
curiosity dealer. "There is your brooch. It is up to you
to find it."

That McPhinzie was likely to ^rove a long-drawn-out
proposition seemed plain.

Old King Brady determined to bring.matters to a head.
"We have exhausted every effort to find this rub bug,"

he said. "If you can't help us I propose to throw the
case up."

"I can help you if you will trust me," replied McPhinzie,
slowly.

"Kindly explain yourself, sir, and do it as quick as pos-
sible. If we are not going to work on the case we are anx-
ious to catch a train for New York."

"Patience, man! I am one who moves slowly. You
must let me take my time. Besides that there are others
to be consulted. I cannot see them until to-night. If you
will call here to-morrow evening at eight o'clock I will
probably be able to give you a clew which, if it is fol-
lowed up properly, will lead you to success."

Harry expected that his chief would argue the matter
further, but Old King Brady merely said:

"Very well, Mr. McPhinzie, I shall call at the ap-
pointed time," and out he went.

They walked through to Cambridge street before Old
King Brady spoke.

"A foxy old guy," he Said, then. "Ah! I wish, my dear
boy, I only knew the true inwardness! of this queer busi-
ness. Then I should know how to act, but as it is I can
simply grope in the dark."

"Are you going to keep that appointment?"
"That depends. I am not going to remain idle till the

times comes. To-night we must move on the Calico place
outfit on our own account. Upon that I have determined.
If nothing comes of it then we keep the appointment.
What we are gunning for now is the man with the wax
nose." ;"

"Then you are banking on the Yogi?"
"I am following instructions, Harry. We were ordered

to bank on the Yogi."
"That's so, too. You mean to move on the old church

to-night?" %
"Listen! Mrs. Dalgatty never went out on the street; of

that I am sure. Angus' shop is immediately in the rear
of the Calico place house. It is my belief that there is
some secret passage leading to it which the woman used.
I am going to -try to force an entrance to the shap. Its
situation is retired. I noticed that there was an alley
gate alongside of it; by means of that we can attack it in
the rear. Any way, it is worth the try."

"I entirely agree with you, however. It will be a relief
to be doing something definite. I am heartily tired of the
comparative inaction which seems to have been necessary in
this case."

The Bradys returned to Young's.
Getting Washington on the wire, Old King Brady told

the chief of the events of the preceding night as far as
he cared to go, thereby fulfilling his instructions.

He also mentioned his interview with McPhinzie.
"Just how dangerous is it supposed to be to meddle with

this bunch?" he asked.
"I know no more than you do, Mr. Brady," came the

answer. "To be frank, if the case is a mystery to you it
is the same to me. I am acting under instructions from
a high governmen official. Privately, I will say that I
believe the British Ambassador to be behind the case, but
this I do not actually know."

And as this seemed to/ be all he was likely to get, Old
King Brady gave it up and had to resign himself to re-
main groping in the dark.

The afternoon passed and Alice did not show up.
The Bradys were beginning to fret about her when a

messenger boy brought them a note which read as fol-
lows:

"I have struck a clew which I intend to follow up. It
leads to 16 Calico place. I know you will not approve of
me taking this risk, but I am determined to do it. I will
only add that we were wrong in supposing that our Mrs.
Mac is Mrs. Macready, of Commonwealth avenue. This is
certainly not so. Do not worry about me. My safety is
guaranteed by a person whom I feel I can safely trust.
Expect to see me first thing in the morning. Meanwhile,
if you will take my advice you and Harry will cut out
Calico place till you see me."

Old King Brady was distinctly vexed.
"She has no right to do it!" he exclaimed. "Realty,

Alice must be restrained, This is not the first time she
has exceeded her instructions, but it must be the last."

"Probably she feels that she is justified," said Harry,
in a troubled tone, "but I agree with you, governor. She
is wrong to do it. I don't know how you feel, but I say
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this is all the more reason why we should not cut out
Calico place."

"Decidedly," replied the old detective. And after that
he declined to discuss the matter. It was easy to see that
he was very much vexed.

The day passed and evening came.
Right away after supper the Bradys strolled down to the

old watch repairer's place.
The store was still open.
The Scotchman could be seen inside, showing old coins

to a customer. i
This was at seven o'clock.
At eight the Bradys looked down the alley again, taking

in the store from the opposite side.
The old man was still there. There were also three well-

dressed men outside the counter to whom he was talking
in an animated fashion.

Once more they wandered away.
"We'll make it nine," said Old King Brady.
"What about half-past eight?" suggested Harry.
But the old detective stuck to his guess and at nine

o'clock they were back again.
And now it looked as if their time had come.
For the store was dark, save one gasjet turned down low,

which the curiosity dealer evidently was in the habit of
keeping burning all night.

The detectives crossed the street and tried the door, find-
ing it locked.

The door at the end of the store leading into what were
probably McPhinzie's living-rooms was shut, but as there
was no light to be seen under the threshold the probability
seemed strong that unless the old man had gone to bed he
was not in there.

''Come, Harry," said Old King Brady, looking around
and seeing that they were unobserved, "now is our time.
It is up to us."

And the detectives moved on the alley gate.

CHAPTER VIII.

MRS. MACEEADY.

The home of Mrs. ̂ Macready was one of the most ele-
gant mansions on Commonwealth avenue.

This broad street cannot exactly be termed the Fifth
Avenue of Boston, yet it is the abode of many of the
richest people in the city.

But Boston has many such streets, the very welathy do
not confine themselves to any particular one, as is the
case in New York.

How to get at this wealthy widow was a problem which
Alice found herself quite unable to solve.

She first put the question to Old King Brady, but as he
could think of no answer he turned her off by telling her
to follow her own head.

After much debate with herself, Alice came to the con-
elusion that there was but one way, and that was to ring
Mrs. Macready's bell and send in her card.

This, because she felt certain that she was the veiled
lady of the automobile.

Alice went out by the electric car and having located
the number she saw that it was attached to one of the
most elegant residences in the neighborhood.

It was a mansion, in fact, and stood somewhat back
from the street.

Alongside was a great door of solid oak leading into the
grounds in the rear, where Alice assumed there was prob-
ably a private garage. .

Everything about the appearance of the place indicated
great wealth.

"Hit or miss," thought Alice, as she ascended the steps.
If the woman turned out to be the veiled lady she was

prepared to tell her all, for Old King Brady, upon re-
flection, had changed his mind and so instructed her.

A man servant, in livery, answered Alice's ring.
He was stiff and cold, refusing to say whether Mrs.

Macready was in or not.
Alice's card seemed to excite suspicion.
At first he declined to receive it, or to admit her until

she had stated her business.
"I can't possibly do that," said Alice. "You take my

card to Mrs. Macready. She may be the person I want
to see, and she may not. If she is she will receive me at
once."

The butler then took the card and shut the door, leaving
Alice standing on the steps.

He was back in a minute, however, with his manner
completely changed.

"Madam will see you," he said. "Follow me."
Alice was conducted to an elegantly furnished chamber

where she was received by Mrs. Macready.
One glance was enough to show her that she was not

up against the veiled lady of the automobile.
Mrs. Macready, who was a large, portly woman, cer-

tainly past sixty, was an entirely different looking person.
Indeed, her voice would have settled the question if

there had been any doubt.
She was dressed in morning costume, and she arose and

came forward as Alice entered with both hands out-
stretched.

"My dear Miss Montgomery!" she exclaimed, "this cer-
tainly is wonderful beyond all belief. Whatever sent you
to me?"

"You are Mrs. Macready?" asked Alice, guardedly.
"I am, indeed."
"I wanted to see you on a matter of business, madam,

so I took the liberty "
"No liberty. If I was to tell you something you would

not believe me, but fortunately I hold proof. Peter, why
do you stand gaping there? Retire instantly. If I want
you I will ring."

The abashed butler, who had remained in the doorway
with the evident idea that his services would be required
to throw Alice out, promptly took himself off, closing the
door behind him.

"Be seated," said the lad}', placing a ehair.
"And now," she added, advancing to a little desk and

taking up a letter, "I want you to read this."
Apparently the letter had been written by the lady

herself.
It read as follows:

i "No. — Commonwealth Avenue.
"October 10. 19—.

"Mrs. Macready desires to have a brief private interview
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with Miss Montgomery on a matter of the highest im-
portance. Understanding that Miss M. is now staying at
Youngs', Mrs. Macready will take it as a great favor if she
may be allowed to wait upon her at any hour which is most
convenient. The nature of this business .will be ex-
plained "

The letter remained unfinished.
"I was in the act,of writing this when Peters announced

you, if you will believe me, Miss Montgomery \" cried
the lady. , "'Surely some kind spirit must have eent you
here."

"How can I do otherwise than believe you," said Alice,
"when I hold the proof?" ' v

"I am so glad to .have the proof for you," replied Mrs.
Macready, sinking intofcan easy chair. "And now, before
we proceed any further, may I ask why you called?"

"Under a pure misapprehension," Alice answered. "I
thought we. had m<et before. The instant I entered this
room I .saw that I was mistaken."

"Indeed! I was not aware that I had a double."
"It is not that. I feel that I ought to add that I never

saw the face of the woman I took you to be."
"Some mystery connected with your detective work?"
"Yes."
"Then I cannot ask you to explain it."
"It would not be right for me to explain—^not now, at

least."
"And certainly I must n.ot ask it. I see it is up to me to

^explain my own position, Miss Montgomery. I iknow what
case you are.working on, you and the Bradys. You seek
a ruby brooch which was stoien in India and is supposed
to have been brought to this city—is it .not so?"

Here seemed a chance for a clew, and Alice admitted
that such was the case.

"I know all about it," said, the lady. "Your instruc-
tions come from a Mr. Patrick Ferguson, of Calcutta."

"It is so."
"They directed you to aipply to one Angus McPshinzie,

of 16 Calico place." '
"It is so."
" Then let me ask, Miss Montgomery, why you have been

so. very, very slow in acting? Several days ago one of
your firm called at Calico place and saw 'Mrs. Dalgatty. She
offered to arrange an appointment with Mr. McPhinzie.
Indeed, I believe one was made, but it was not kept by any
of your firm."

"For which there was good reason," replied Adice,
guardedly.

"You are fencing with me, 'Miss Montgomery, while I
am disposed to be perfectly frank and open with you. Was
it fear?"

"We felt that we ought to be on our guard."
"There was no need, believe me. No harm is intended

you. Doubtless you have been working up the case on the
quiet. I assume that you know that a peculiar religious
cult, called the Brotherhood of Brahma, frequent that
house."

"We have assumed that. We did not know the name,
however.

"It is as I have stated, and I am going still further in
my frankness. I am a member. I suppose you would

call us spiritualists, but it is not exactly that, nor must I
explain just what it is. Let us call it that we are followers
of a prophet."

Mrs. Maicready Icept tapping the floor, lightly, with her
foot as she spoke. She was evidently very nervous.

"Do you meet in that house, am I to understand?" asked
Alice.

"Not precisely. Let me explain as far as I may. The
late owner of that house, a Mr. Hammond, was one of our
members. Indeed, he was the founder of the cult. He
fitted up a secret meeting-room so that "there need be no
danger of being disturbed by the police, and in spite of the
dreadful character of the neighborhood we .have continued
to meet there ever since for certain .reasons which I must
not explain."

"And the ruby bug?" asked Alice, feeling that they were
getting along but slowly.

"I am coming to that," was'the reply. "It is ,so .hard
to make you understand without 'going into details, which
I must necessarily suppress. It is like this: Our 'prophet
has prophesied that.this bauble would come into ourrhands;
also that great things would happen wlien it did; also
that it would come to us through certain detectives of the
name of Brady. It is of the highest importance to us to
take steps to have this prephecy fulfilled."

"But, madam, you must understand that we are under
instructions to ship the ruby bug back to India in case
we recover it," said Alice, sticking to the text of the first
Ferguson letter. ;

"Oh, I know!" cried Mrs. Macready. "What is more,
no one of our society has the least intention of preventing
you from doing that. All -we want is to hold the bug in
our possession one night. Just one single night."

"Is this really so?"
"I.give you my word of honor it is so."
"Then I must believe you. But tell me, have you any

idea in whose possession the ruby bug is at the nresent
time?"

"Not the most remote; nor has any member of cur so-
ciety, but as we have learned to believe in^our prophet, we
are firmly convinced that only some member of the firm of
Brady can help us out. More than that, I have reason to
believe that the person is none other than yourself."

"A bunch of crazy spiritualists!" thought Alice. "But
whatever the rest may be, evidently this woman is sincere."

"And is this all I getyi your stronge story?" she asked:
"It is all I can give you at present. More may come

latex, I cannot say."
"And what do you want me to do, Mrs. Macrejady?

Why did you write to me?"
"For this reason: To-night the society meets. I want

you to go with ine, akme—that is, without the Brady?, I
mean. I am deeply impressed that to you alone will be
told where this bug can be found."

«T>,,J. » .
±>Ut— '

"Now, don't raise objections, my dear. Naturally, you
feel afraid to trust me, but I solemnly promise you that I
will return you in safety to Young's Hotel. I am worth
millions, Miss Montgomery. I hold a high place in Boston
society. My word is as good as my bond."

"May I notify the Bradys that I am going there ?"
"If you must, but I would rather you did not mention
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my name; also I must request you to ask them not to
interfere."

Alice was strongly tempted.
And to end this long conversation, we shall simply add

that it continued for some time longer and that in" the end
Alice yielded.

Mrs. Macready expressed the greatest delight at Alice's
acceptance.

She made one more proviso and that was that Alice
should not leave her that day, and this also was acceeded to.

And that was the way it all came about.
Alice was shown all over that elegant mansion in which

this wealthy widow lived alone with a companion and many
servants.

The companion appeared at lunch, a stately Boston
dame, who knew nothing of the "Brotherhood of Brahma,"
Mrs. Macready assured Alice, so no allusion to the subject
was made in her presence.

After lunch, Mrs. Macready took Alice for a ride in her
automobile.

They went out around the Newtons and beyond, and
the ride brdught its own discovery, for as they were re-
turning, Alice saw the house where s'he and the Bradys
had been the night before.

She called Mrs. Macready's attention to it and asked if
she knew who lived in it." '

The widow made a face as she replied:
"Now, as it happens, I do, Miss Montgomery, but why

do you ask?"
"Merely because it reminds me of a house I have seen

before."
"It belongs to a Mrs. McPherson. To be frank with you,

she has been trying this long while to get into our society,
but we have rejected her. She is a great believer in the
occult. She belonged to a set who used to follow a certain
Hindoo juggler. The man was caught at his tricks and
sent to Deer Island."

"What was his name?" demanded Alice.
"He called himself the Yogi Swami Yubat.a," replied

Mrs. Macready. "He is a fraud."
"And where is he now?"
"I am sure I don't know."
"You were personally acquainted with him?"
"Ohr yes. I have sat in his seances many a time. Fraud,

all fraud. Just the same he did do some' wonderful
things."

CHAPTER IX.
"NAGA! NAG A. I NAGA!"

The Bradys sneaked through the alley and found them-
selves in a little triangular back yard, scarcely big enough
for them to swing around in.

. It was cut off by the walls of other ISuildings on all
sides, the arrangement being so peculiar that it is hardly
worth while to attempt to describe it.

Enough to say that the Bradys, upon sizing the situation
up, became satisfied that one of the walls was that of 16
Calico place, projecting a little beyond that of the swarm-
ing tenement next door.

As there was every danger of being seen by somebody
from one of the windows of this latter house> the detec-
tives hurried to get in their work.

But the back door of Mr. McPhinzie's place seemed to
have been made unusually secure.

The windows, of which there were two, were concealed
behind heavy wood shutters.

The only thing which seemed feasible was an old-fash-
ioned cellar door.

This was fastened, it is true, but it was only by hasp and
staple.

The Bradys both got hold of it and pulled.
They loosened the staple a little after a few efforts.
Then Harry got his hands in under and easily ripped the

thing up. *
"Slide down and then look and see if we are being

watched from the window," the old detective said.
This was done.
Harry could not make out that any one was particularly

observing them, although several persons were sitting in
the windows of the tenement.

But the evening was cool and the lo^-er sashes down,
which probably prevented the noise they made from being
heard.

Old King Brady now closed the cellar door and got out
his flashlight.

"For all we know, we are going to run right up against
McPhinzie," he said. "We must be prepared."

They listened, but could hear no sound.
There WAS coal and wood in the cellar, also many bar-

rels and boxes.
Harry got out his lantern, too> and; they hastily made

the rounds of the walls, working in their usual, thorough
style.

And very quickly they discovered just what they were
looking for.

Two big packing cases, nailed together, working on *
concealed hinge, constituted a doqr which was not even
fastened.

Behind it was a brick arch with a narrow passage lead-
ing off into the darkness.

"Shut the door and follow me," said Old King Brady.
"If I know anything, this passage is going to lead us into
the cellar of No. 16 Calico place."

And so it did. *
The secret door at the other end w^s constructed in a

very ingenious manner, forming the back of a.closet in
which Mts. Dalgatty kept pickles and preserves.

"She went through here to consult McPhinzie while
she kept us waiting in the parlor," observed the. old de-
tective.

"Undoubtedly," said Harry, "and while she kept me
waiting on the steps that time I came here first. We are
right in business now, governor, and something is going to
come out of it, I am sure."

"Caution! caution!'\replied the old detective.
"Suppose we run into Mrs. Dalgatty?"
"Let us hope we don't. Should we, then we will be

guided by circumstances. That wardrobe is what we are
gunning for. Now to sneak upstairs."

They noiselessly ascended.
A gasjet burned in the lower hall and they could see a

light in the,kitchen, the door of which stood partly' open.
Assuming that Mrs. Dalgatty was probably in there,
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with even great caution the Bradys stole up the basement
stairs.

In the main hall it was dark and the same in the hall
above and in the room where the wardrobe stood.

Not a sound had been heUrd, thus far.
Old King Brady opened up the doors of the wardrobe

by the aid of his flashlight, and they passed through into
the secret passage, closing the door behind them.

"Safe, so far, and now sideways," said the old de-
tective. "It is only a few steps."

He led the way, and in a few seconds they were up
against the door he had previously -discovered.

It had no visible fasteneing, which made it seem cer-
tain that it was operated by a secret spring.

After considerable search, Harry found what he was
looking for, in the floor of the passage at some little dis-
tance from the door.

It was only necessary to press one's foot hard upon it
to cause the door to swing inward.

Beyond was a very narrow flight of winding stairs, set
in the angle of two walls, leading down.

"This grows interesting," whispered the old detective.
"We are coming to what we want, all right."

They listened, but could hear nothing.
Down the winding stairs they crept.
That they were now within the walls of the old church

seemed certain.
The stairs landed them in a narrow passage, which Old

King Brady was satisfied lay below the cellar level.
It was bounded by a brick wall on one side, while on

the other were four doors set in a stout wooden partition.
And here a solitary gasjet burned.
They could hear voices talking behind one of the doors.
"Not a sound," breathed Old King Brady. "Everything

depends upon careful work."
They easily located the door from behind which the

voices proceeded.
Old King Brady bent down and applied his ear to the

keyhole.
He remained in that position so long that Harry's pa-

tience was all but exhausted.
Then he applied his eye to the keyhole, but quickly

pulled away, and, ''drawing Harry back to the foot of the
stairs, began whispering.

"It is McPhinzie and another talking spiritualism or
some such nonsense," he said.

"Could you see them?"
"No. The room appears to be a large one. They are

not in range of the keyhole, but I could make ou all that
is being said."

"Just what was it?"
"Oh, they are talking about us, about the ruby bug and

the wonders they expect it to perform for whoever holds it
in his possession."

"In the spirit-raising line?"
"I judge so. I can't exactly make out their jargon. The

second man talked about the bug being a charm; he spoke
of it having been 'magnetized' by a powerful genii."

"Which is the same as a spirit."
"Of course. But listen to the most important point:

Some one, I take it • to mean some spirit, has spoken
through the prophet of this beautiful bunch of dupes and

humbugs, to the effect that the ruby bug will only be
brought to light and put in their possession by the Bradys."

"So? If the Bradys once get the bug into their pos-
session mighty little good it will do this gang."

"We must go on with our work while there is a chance,
Harry. Those two appear to be alone in there and their
attention full engaged. Let us see what lies behind these
other doors."

Harry was ready, of course, and he immediately tackled
the door nearest to him.

It was not locked, and behind lay a small room.
It was fitted up as a ladies' dressing room, with every

appliance.
From hooks along the walls several dresses of white

muslin hung; there were also many pairs of white slippers.
It looked as if the lady members of the Brotherhood of

Brahma were accustomed to dress in white.
The next door was also unfastened and communicated

with a similar room intended for men's use.
Here were more white slippers and white suits were

hanging against the wall?.
The space between this door and the next beyond and

between that again and the fourth door indicated that the
room behind this door was much larger than the ones the
Bradys had already examined.

They did not dare to try this door, so they passed on to
the fourth and tackled that.

It was locked.
Old King Brady listened at the keyhole, but could hear

no sound.
He got out his skeleton keys and easily opened the Joor,

although the lock was of the night latch kind.
A flood of light came streaming out upon them.
It came from the room where McPhinzie was.
The partition here was open at the top for about the

depth of two feet, which brought the bottom of the open-
ing just above Old King Brady's head.

Across this opening was fastened a very wide-meshed
wire netting, carefully secured on all sides.

"Singular," thought Old King Brady, foi lie did not
dare to speak.

The door worked with a spring, and it had closed auto-
matically as the Bradys entered.

At first they feared that the snapping of the night latch
would give them away, but McPhinzie was talking in his
guttural Scotch at the time and they did not seem to hear.

Another peculiar feature of the room which the Bradys
did not fail to observe was a queer, circular trap door in
the middle of the floor.

It had no ring attached to it, nor was there any appar-
ent way of raising it unless one made use of a number of
auger holes, which were bored in the boards.

"You want to keep off that thing," whispered Old King
Brady, with his mouth close to Harry's ear.

Harry nodded and they approached the par t i t ion , where
they stood listening.

And now the talk, which had been upon a matter of no
importance, ran to the Bradys again.

"I am half sorry you postponed it till to-morrow night,
Mac," said the second speaker. "I could easily have got
word to all hands that I couldn't attend, and the meeting
would have to be postponed."
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"But how was I to know that?" demanded McPhinzie.
"True, you could not hare known, but you might have

put them off and told them to call later in the day,, mean-
while I should have returned and Mother Dalgatty would
have let you know."

"I suppose I might have fixed it that way, but you 'see
I was thinking only of the meeting."

"Well, it can't be helped. Do you think they will come ?"
"I am sure of it. I believe they have tried every other

means to get hold of a clew to the ruby bug and all have
failed. Who can have it ? It beats me."

"Don't ask me. When I left Calcutta the matter was a
profound mystery."

"Do you think there is any suspicion of who the thief
really is ?"

"I am sure his lordship had no such suspicion. He was
relying solely on the faker who assured him that the bug
would turn up in Boston."

"And did the faker really say that detectives named
Brady would find the bug? You are giving it to me straight,
old man?"

"Sure he did! Sure I am! Do you think I'm going back
on you, Mac? You don't know me yet, it would appear."

"Well, I fancy I know you better than anybody else in
the Brotherhood of Brahma, Mr. Prophet," replied the
curiosity dealer, and then both laughed again, after which
the Bradys heard the other man get up, with the remark
that he must attend to business.

"Is it time?" asked McPhinzie.
"Yes, feeding time," was the reply.
There was silence, then Harry stepped back and un-

thinkingly stood, upon the round trap door.
Suddenly there was a rattling sound.
Old King Brady, who was still facing the partition,

wheeled about.
To his horror he saw that the round trap door had fallen

and now hung down in a dark hole by a hinge.
Harry had vanished.
"Heavens!" gasped the old detective, beneath his breath.

"This is the limit! Why couldn't the boy have minded
what I said!"

Even as he said it he heard a peculiar hissing sound.
It appeared to issue from the hole beneath the trap door.
A strange smell seemed now to pervade the place.
And then, to his horror, Old King Brady saw3 rising out

of that hole something which made his blood run cold.
It was the head of a huge serpent, with shining scales

and glittering eyes.
"ISTaga! Naga! ISTaga!" called a voice from behind the

partition.
Higher and higher rose the serpent's head.

CHAPTER X.

THE SEANCE OF THE BROTHERS OF BRAHMA.

.Alice and Mrs. Macready did not start for the meeting
of the Brotherhood of Brahma until after nine o'clock.

They went in an automobile to the corner of Cambridge
and Stamford streets, and the rest of the way on foot to
16 Calico place.

There were two gentlemen right ahead of them as they
turned in on that unsavory street.

One of them bade Mrs. Macready good evening, at the
same time looking hard at Alice.

"You are wondering at me, Mr. Bullman," said Mrs.
Macready.

"I confess I am," replied one of the pair, a large, heavy
man.

"So am I," added the other, sourly.
He was a spare, elderly person, with a long, pinched-np

face which reminded Alice of a squeezed lemon.
"Can you restrain your curiosity until we get inside?"

added Mrs. Macready.
"I presume I shall have to," replied the lemon.
"If we get inside," added the doctor. "Of course, I

don't intend to make any scene right here on Calico place,
Mrs. Macready, but you know our rules, and I really won-
der at you."

"I am wondering at myself," replied the lady.
"Mac will never let you in," said the lemon. *
"I'd like to see him refuse me, Mr. Glynn!" flashed Mrs.

Macready. "Because he has failed to execute our purpose
by his clumsy methods, there is no reason why I should
not adopt better methods and succeed."

They walked on in silence to No. 16.
Here, then, was the rich retired dentist and the dry

goods dealer.
Alice felt that she was right in it. She could not Vat

wonder how it was all going to end.
They ascended the steps and Mr. Bullman rang the bell.
Mrs. Dalgatty was not in evidence now.
It was Mr. Angus McPhinzie who answered the bell,
But he held the door on the chain and eyed Alice with

no favor.
"Who have we here, sister?" he demanded, in a tone pi

surprise.
"A friend of mine, brother," replied the lady. "I desire

that you should let her come in."
"For what purpose? This is not our night for admit-

ting strangers, as you are well aware."
"Do not hold us up here on the steps!" flashed the lady.

"Can't you ?ee we shall have a crowd around the house in
a minute. We can do our discussing in the parlor. I sup-
pose."

"'Let us in, Brother Mac," said Mr. Bullman. "Already
we have attracted attention. Open the door without fur-
ther delay."

The curiosity dealer did so, and they passed into Mrs.
Dalgatty's parlor, where a light burned.

"And now let me introduce my friend, Miss Randal, of
New York," said Mrs. Macready, who, by tile way, had
given Alice no hint as to what method she intended to
pursue. ^

"Miss Randal, Mr. Bullman," she added. "Mr. Glynn,
Mr. McPhinzie. Gentlemen, Miss Randal is interested in
our work. As her stay in Boston is limited, I have takes
the liberty of bringing her here to-night, even though it
is not our usual night for introducing strangers to our
meetings. I trust that you will waive objections and allow
her to pass."

"I'd like to speak with the master,"- said McPhinzie.
"Do.it, then," replied Mrs. Macready. "You three gen-

tlemen go on, and I'll remain here with Miss Randal UElil
vou return."
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The three men then left, the room. f

"Come and sit beside me on the sofa," said Mrs. Mac-
ready. "I want to whisper in your ear."

Alice complied.
"•Why did you not tell them who I really am?" she

asked. "I thought you were going to do so."
"'It is because I do not altogether trust that man Mc-

Pkinzie," was the reply. "I don't just know why. I am
rery sensitive, my dear. It seems to eome to me that he
is 'keeping something back which he has no right to do
from me. I "

The bell rang.
.Mrs. Dalgatty could be'heard shuffling to the door. 2
There was a brief parley and then a man and a woman

were- shown into the parlor.
They stared at Alice, as did Mrs. Dalgatty, but no one

spoke.
» Mrs. Macready now -had to do the introduction act
again.

These people seemed to have little to say.
• The man inquired for "Brother Mac," and when Mrs.

Macready informed-him-that he would presently return, he
retired to a corner, with the lady, and they remained con-
versing in whispers.

Presently McPhinzie looked in alone.
He greeted the newcomers, and then asked Mrs. Mac-

ready to step out into the hall, as he wished to speak to
her alene.

"How soon, Brother Mac?" asked the gentleman.
"Just a few minutes .now, brother," was the reply, and

Mrs. Macready retired with: him to the hall.
They were gone perhaps five minutes and then McPhin-

zie opened the door and, looking in, said:
"Now, then, we will all go."
.Mrs. Macready stood.in the hall and there was a smile

of triumph on her face.
"I've won out," she whispered in Alice's ear as they

ascended the stairs.
They entered the front room.
The secret door in the back of the wardrobe stood open.
Dr. Bullman and Mr. Glynn were not to be seen.
McPhinzie stood aside, saying:

."'I'will not go with you, sister. Others may come. I
'will* do my duty as doorkeeper."

"All right," replied Mrs. Macready, and she led the way
through the secret passage.

The door at the end was open and they descended to the
passage below.

Mrs. Macready, the lady and Alice went into the ladies'
tiiiesfeMig-room already described.

Here, Mrs. Macready and the lady put on white muslin
nireisses and white slippers.

iAliee asked if she should do the same, and was told that
it was,not necessary.

•They: passed back into the hall, meeting the .main there
who had dressed in a white suit, with white slippers.

Dr. Bullman and Mr. Glynn were also there, similarly
attired.

They stood around, talking in low tones, Mrs. Macready
•keeping aloof with Alice.

Presently the middle door opened and there stood a tall
man dressed in long, flowing white robes, like the Yogi.

But this man was an entirely different person.
Alice could not feel otherwise .than intensely interested

when she saw that the man who looked like an Englishman
had a wax nose.

Here was the original of the "shadow" seen by Old .King
Brady!.

Then, if the Yogi personating ihe "Btegum," had spoken
the truth, this was the man in whose possession was the
ruby bag.

"Enter, brothers and sisters," he said, in a solemn tone.
"And welcome to the stranger!" he added, folding his

arms and bowing low to Alice.
They passed into a sizeable room, richly .furnished in

Oriental style.
There were chairs placed in a row in the middle of the

room, facing a raisexl platform, where there was a sort of
.tent made of white silk, the folds of which .were drawn
close.

The "prophet" stepped upon the platform, and seating
himself cross-legged upon a large cushion, folded his arms.

The others took chairs and sat in silence.
After,a little.a knock was heard.
"Who?calls?" demanded the prophet, in aloud voice.
"Brother McPhinzie!" ©ame .the reply inom outside

the door.
And to this was added:
"Also Brother and Sister . Our number is

now complete."
"Enter!" called the prophet, and they filed in.
All were dressed in white.
Before seating himself, McPhinzie locked 'the door.
Alice thought that there was a worried look about the

man's- face.
This was confirmed in the fifteen minutes of absolute

silence which followed.
The old man.kept'twitching about in his chair.
He was so nervous that he could scarcely sit still.
Meanwhile, the prophet sat motionless, with folded arms.
Not a word was spoken by any one until at last the

prophet made the remark:
"It is a long time coming to-night. I feel a strange

influence. It seems to me as if some'great calamity has or
is about to happen to us."

He was, silent for a moment, and then asked:
"Also some great good fortune."
Then a pause, and then he again added:
"I do not want to raise your hopes, brothers and sis-

ters, but it is strongly impressed upon mq that this good
fortune concerns that which we have so long waited for—
the ruby bug."

More silence.
Suddenly the prophet began to wink and twitch.
Then his eyes closed and his head fell forward.
It was tyie Yogi over again.
"More fake trance business," thought Alice.
Slowly the prophet arose, muttering words in an un-

Jawwn tongue.
The tension was over now.
"Woona seems to have got him at last," remarked Mc-

Phinzie, as the prophet staggered to the tent, parted the
curtains and passed inside.
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"He has been long enough about it," said the "lemon,"
sourly.

"Can there be anything in what he said about the ruby
bug?" questioned Dr. BulJjnan.

"Better wait a minute and hear what .Lord Chichester
has to say about it," observed Mrs. Maeready.

"Lord Chichester!" "Woona!"
Were these supposed to be "spirits" who controlled the

"prophet,?"
Alice, finding everybody else was now talking,, ventured

to put the question to Mrs. Macready in a whisper, .and
that lady assured.her that it was so.

"Of course,.you don't believe it, my dear," she said,,
beneath her breath.; "all the same it is true. Didn't I tell,
you that .there would be something doing if. you came
here?"

"Then this is to be a seanoe?"
"Yes."
Now a loud voice called out from within vthe. tent:
'<Good evening,.friends!"'
The voice was certainly very different from the prophet's.
Everybody said "Good evening!" addressing the voice

as "My lord<!"
M^Phinz-ie appeared to be spokesman, for he now said:
"My lord, our worshipful prophet remarked just now

that he felt that some calamity hung over us. Is \t so?"
"It is so," replied the voice.
"Will it please your lordship to explain?"
"Later, yes. After the usual ceremonies. Let us. sing.

Brother Mac, you will summon Naga in the usual way."
Alice did not fail to remark that the old Scotchman's

face twitched and his general nervousness was even more
apparent.

"That man knows something," she thought. "He is a
confederate, all right. Don't I wish I could get an inside
view of this 1"

McPhinzie, in a high-pitched, cracked voice, now began
chanting words in a foreign tongue.

All joined in with little reference to time or tune.
The din was horrible. Alice felt like stopping her ears.
This painful ceremony lasted for perhaps, ten minutes,

during which the same words were said, over* and over
atoain.

Then, all at once, Lord Chichester took up the chant.
His voice was, really musical.
Nine times, three times three, the words were repeated^

and then as silence fell upon the- asseasably, McPhinzie
arose, stepped on the platform and, throwing back his head,
roared out:

"Naga! Naga! Nags,!"
The others, in low, awesome tones, repeated this sin-

gular word.
All eyes were now fixed upon a wire netting at the top

of the partition above the tent.
McPhinzie now advanced to the partition and pulled

upon a brass handle close down to the .floor.
About a foot of .brass chain came out as he pulled and

a singular sound was heard on the other side of the par-
tition.

McPhinzie retreated, and planting himself in front of
the tent again threw back his head and roared:

"Naga! Naga! Naga!" in a still,louder voice. ,

The brothers and sisters echoed the cry, as beforehand
kept their eyes .fixed upon the wire netting.

Silence followed.
The brothers and sisters began look at each other.
McPhinzie's back was turned, but Alice could see his

hands tremble.
The nervousness was still on -the man.
Then for the;third time he flung back his head andtaow

fairly shouted:
"Naga! Naga! Naga!"
Instantly the voice of "Lord Chichester" called out, in

solemn tones:
"Friends! You have summoned our sacred serpent, as

our ritual directs. Three times Naga has been, called' and
Naga fails to respond.. Prepare for the calamity predicted
by your ;prophet. Never .more will your.sacred serpent re^
spond to the call. Brahma has taken Naga unto himself.
Naga is dead."

Exclamations of horror ran through the circle.
"Dead!" screamed Mrs. Macready. "Dead! Dead:!"
And the voice from the tent.echoed: "Dead!"

CHAPTEBXL
ALICE SEES THE EUBY BUG.

Naga means serpent in Hindustani.
Alice knew that much of the language.
But Old King Brady had no such knowledge, hence the

appearance of the python, for such,it was, as it came up
out of the trap door took the old detective all by surprise.

Fully expecting to see the monstrous reptile make a dart
at him and seize him in its deadly coils, th'e old detective
whipped out his revolver and fired.

His aim was true.
The shot took the python in the head.
There was one fearful hiss, a wild wiggling, and it

dropped back into the hole.
Had it fallen on poor Harr.y? .
No other sound had yet been heard to proceed from that

horrible pit.
But there was sound enough from the other side of the

partition."
A fierce shout from McPhinzie.
Wild words from his companions.
Old King Brady could hear them running, and he him-

self darted for the door.
Bad luck seemed to attend him.
He missed his footing, the floor was very slippery, aad

fell flat.
The revolver flew out of his hand and dropped throjagb

the open trap.,
And then, before the old detective could rise, the door

flew open and McPhinzie and .the prophet were upon him \
Half rising on his knees, Old King Brady saw that he

was up against the man with the wax nose.
But there was nothing the matter with the fellow's arms.
He hauled off and dealt Old King Brady a wicked blew,

which sent him sprawling backward, this time.
Suddenly the prophet drew a revolver and held .Old

King Brady covered.
"Fetch a rope! Tie him up, Mac!" he cried.
Past resistance, having been taken at such a fearful dis-

advantage, Old King Brady allowed himself to be tied.
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"Where's the other one?" cried McPhinzie. "If the
old one has found his way here then the young one must
have come, too. Where's your partner, old man?"

"In that hole!" gasped Old King Brady. "He went
down with the trap door."

"And you shot the snake?" demanded the prophet.
"Yes, I shot the snake."
"How did you get in ? How did you get in ?" demanded

McPhinzie, fiercely.
"Through your cellar and the secret passages," was the

reply.
McPhinzie would have said more, but the prophet headed

him off.
"Of what use is all this?" he demanded. "Let us go

down into the den and see how matters stand there. If
Naga is not dead, then Young King Brady surely is."

They retreated.
' A moment later Old King Brady eould hear them talk-

ing beneath the trap door.
Presently they were back again.
"We must be quick," he heard McPhinzie say, as they

entered. "It is almost time for the brothers to come."
"What shall we do with the old fraud?" he added.
"Put him with his partner," replied the prophet.
Picking Old King Brady up they carried him out of the

door, down a few steps, through an open trap and then
dropped him.

The prophet then picked up a lantern which stood at the
foot of the steps and flashed it through a low door.

"The young fellow lies as we found him," he remarked.
"He must have struck his head against the iron bar. He
is surely dead."

They lifted Old King Brady in through the door, laid
him down and retreated, closing the door behind them,
but not locking it, as near as he could make out.

Light streamed down through the open trap • the lantern
had scarcely been, needed.

There, close beside Old King Brady, lay the python, its
tail still moving, after the manner of dead snakes.

Harry lay at one side, on his back, his face covered with
blood.

Just then the trap door was closed.
Now all was inky blackness.
Again and again Old King Brady called to Harry, but

all in vain.
* * * * * * * *

We have turne^ aside for a moment to see how it fared
with the Bradys,' but now we must get back to Alice, in
the seance room.

The excitement over the death of the python was tre-
mendous, but talk was checked by the voice of "Lord Chi-
chester," from within the tent. •

"Peace, brothers! Peace, sisters!" it called. "What
has happened cannot be helped. Peace, I say."

"Tell us, how did Naga die?" demanded Dr. Bullman.
"That I cannot reveal, nor will it ever be revealed," was

the reply. "It is enough for you to know that Brahma
has taken Naga. Now for the second prophecy of our
prophet. That also is to come true. It concerned the ruby
bug. Are you, brothers, are you, sisters, ready to make
good your promises if I produce the sacred'beetle of the
Begum of Bhadapota?"

"I am!" said Dr. Bullman.
"I also," added Mrs. Macready.
"Count me in if the bug will bestow upon our prophet

the power you say," put in Percival Glynn.
"It will bestow all I have stated upon him and more,"

was the reply. "Remember the original prophecy of the
faker in Calcutta, this bug was to be recovered by a de-
tective of the Brady Detective Bureau, of New York.
Friends, we have such a person here with us to-night!"

All eyes were turned on Alice.
"Yes, there she sits," continued "Lord Chichester,"

"and we may thank our friend, Sister Macready, for her
presence. I am going to bring the ruby bug, taking it
from the hiding place in which the thief has deposited it.
You shall all see it as soon as you have passed in your
checks to me. Then something else will happen. Your
prophet will be dematerialized and remain thus for three
days, when he will return to you and, with the money you
have contributed, the foundation of our sacred temple
shall be laid. Write your checks. I will now go for the
ruby bug."

Dr. Bullman, Mr. Glynn and the two other men went,
one by one, to a desk over in one corner, each drawing up
a check.

Alice knew afterward that each of these men wrote a
check for $5,000.

Mrs. Macready was the only woman who contributed,
and her check was for $10,000—$30,00 in all.

McPhinzie. drew no check, it is scarcely necessary to
say, for, as the reader is aware, he was a party to this
barefaced fraud.

And now when all this was accomplished, "Lord Chi-
chester" spoke again.

"Are the checks all drawn?" he asked.
"They are, my lord," replied McPhinzie. "I hold them

in my hand."
"It is well. Let Miss Montgomery come to the cabinet."
Alice now arose and went to the cabinet.
"Face the friends!" Lord Chichester called.
Alice turned about.
"Brother McPhinzie, give her the checks," ordered the

voice.
The Scotchman obeyed.
"Hold them behind you, against the curtain," was the

next order, and it was done.
Instantly a hand came out from between 'the curtains

and clutched the checks.
"Watch! Look at the carpet," came the order.
Alice looked down. Every one else looked, too.
And there, sure enough, seemed to appear a glittering

bauble.
It was a big beetle, in the form of a brooch, and even in

that dim light the rubies glittered, showing them to be
gems of the purest water.

Alice stooped to pick it up, but even as she did so she
felt a hand thrust under her skirts between her feet.

She tried to shut her feet upon it but she was not quick
enough'.

The ruby bug vanished.
"Wonderful! Wonderful I" cried McPhinzie, and others

echoed the exclamation.
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"What is the lady to do now, my lord?" called Mrs.
Macready.

There was no answer.
"Oh! our prophet must have dematerialized already!"

cried McPhinzie.
At the same instant heavy blows descended upon the

door.
All sprang to their feet, but before any one could make

a move the door was forced and half a dozen men burst into
the room, headed by the chief of the Boston police de-
tectives.

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

Now it may seem to the reader that we have dealt some-
what too heavily in the line of the marvellous already.

But this story was begun and has been carried out along
the lines of the things recorded in Old King Brady's note-
book, and we can only finish it in the same way.

What we now have to tell seems to us the most marvellous
part of the whole affair, for which reason we prefix to the
events of this concluding chapter the statement that when
the Bradys came to gather up the threads of their case, so
to speak, they learned to a certainty that the Yogi Swami
Yubata had formerly been associated with the Brotherhood
of Brahma and its "prophet," one Edward Simmons, once
a well-known palmist and fortune-teller, who has figured
in this tale as the "man with the wax nose."

Old King Brady was still lying there in the dark, along-
side his unconscious partner and the dead python, when,
to his great joy he heard Harry give a groan.

"My dear boy!" he cried. "Speak to me if you can!
Tell me you still live!"

"Live? Why, of course I live!" Harry answered. "Gov-
ernor, what's the matter? Where am I, anyhow? I seem
to have hurt my head. My face is all covered with blood.
I feel so strange."

Then, before Old King Brady could answer, Harry gave
a startled cry.

"For heaven sake what fearful thing is this alongside
of me?"

He had never seen the snake.
Striking his head against an iron bar as he went down,

Harry had relapsed into unconsciousness without knowing
where he had fallen and the fearful fate which might have
been his.

It took a lot o£ explaining to make all this plain to him,
and Old King Brady was just winding up his explanations,
Harry having rolled over and cut him free, when suddenly
a light appeared over in one corner of the serpent's den.

Then a voice, speaking out of the darkness, said:
"The Bradys, I believe?"
It was the voice of the Yogi, and the next instant a flash-

light was turned on the detectives.
There he stood in his Oriental robe and turban, looking

just the same.
"Swami Yubata, what brings you here?" asked the old

detective. "Do you come as a friend or a foe?"
"As a friend. So the old snake is dead. It is well.

Listen ! Did you get the ruby bug ?"
"Not yet. Instead, your shadow with the wax nose has

got us."

"Ha! It would have been otherwise if you had con-
sented to work with me instead of insisting upon working
against me. But no matter about that now. The young
man has had a fall. His head has been seriously cut. If
h'e will permit me to treat it I will heal it at once."

He produced a little medicine case as he spoke.
The Yogi now opened his case, produced a piece of cot-

ton cloth, poured a little of some,liquid out of a bottle and
applied the cloth to Harry's wound.

And it is a fact that all pain instantly left it and next
day the wound was all but healed.

"And now help us to escape from here, friend," said
Old King Brady, "and I will make it worth your while."

"Wait! My time is close at hand; so is yours. Hark!
he comes!"

A singular noise was heard near where the Yogi ap-
peared.

Instantly the Hindoo shut off the light.
He had scarcely done so when another light appeared,

vanished, appeared again and there stood the man with
the wax nose!

Now, what happened next we want it distinctly under-
stood came, according to Old King Brady's notebook, so
quickly as to border on the marvellous.

The old detective distinctly states that neither he nor
Harry had time to make a move.

First they saw the man with the wax nose standing in
the corner, dressed precisely like the Yogi, holding a
flashlight.

Instantly that huge black hand seemed to dart from
under the Yogi's robe and seize the prophet by the throat.

He gave one cry of horror and fell on the dead python.
For the fraction of a second the Yogi bent over him.
The next he was in the corner holding the ruby bug :D

his left hand, while the right turned his flashlight upon it,
Old King Brady made a start for him, but he might a=

well have tried to catch the wind.-
The light, the bug and the Yogi all vanished, like a

flash.
By the time Old King Brady could turn his light upon

the scene he and Harry were alone with the dead snake
and what appeared to be'a dead prophet.

The man's neck was all black and blue; it seemed a? if
he had ceased to breath.

"Great Scott!" exclaimed Harry, "that was quick work.
How on earth does he do it?"

How, indeed?
The Bradys could find no secret door or panel in :he

brick wall of the vault.
While they were looking for it somebody kicked the

regular door down.
It proved to be the chief!
The place had been pulled, the detectives were making

their rounds.
And as Alice was with them the explanations which fol-

lowed cleared up all there was to tell on both sides.
The prophet was searched and the checks of his deluded

disciples taken from him.
As fo r f t he disciples themselves, they were allowed to

sneak out through McPhinzie's cellar—their usual road—
and go free.
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' But McPhinzie was held as a confederate, and so was
Mrs. Dalgatty.

The prophet revived and landed in the police station.
Later he got sir months -on Deer Island, and McPhinzie

got the-same, both being convicted of fraud and extortion
on the confession of Mrs. Dalgatty, which secured her own
freedom.

And thus ended the mystery of 16 Calico place, and the
"Brotherhood of Brahma." /-

It was shown that these cranks were serpent worshippers
and that the big python had been there in the secret rooms
under the church since old John Hammond's time.

But the ruby bug ?
Simmons, the prophet, would reveal nothing. The Bradys

learning that the man had recently come from India, sus-
pected him of being the thief, but they could not prove it.

What they wanted was the bug.
For two days they sought the Yogi high and low, but

witkout success.
At last, on the third day, Alice suggested a call on Mrs.

Macready.
^They went to her house on Commonwealth avenue, but

it was only j;o be informed that the lady was away. '
By heavily bribing the butler, Old King Brady learned

that she had retired to her elegant summer residence at
Manchester-by-the-Sea, and hither they went that after-
noon. /

The Bradys approached the house by a broad walk, which
led up to a heavy oak door.

As, they drew near all saw a boy wearing a fez step out
from among a clump of shrubbery.

It was the Yogi's boy Muley.
He recognized the detectives, of course, and took to his

heels through the garden.
Scarce had they taken a dozen steps toward the door

than it swupg back and there stood the Yogi.
He had a queer pasteboard box, with a strap slung over

his shoulder.
He-uttered a sharp cry at the sight of the detectives land

jumped back, the box falling to the tiled floor.
At the same instant something else dropped, either from

his. turban or his dress, and struck the tiles.
It was the ruby bug, and a most .brilliant bauble it was,

seen now in the full sunlight.
"The old detective gave a cry of triumph, the Yogi, one

of dismay, and directed his eyes towards the tiles.
As the Hindoo looked upon the ruby bug he whirled on

•ne heel and sank to the floor.
"What on earth ails the man ?" cried' Old King Brady.

He stooped to raise him.
boy with the fez looked around the corner of the

, vanishing instantly.
Harry pounced upon the bug and got it.
At the same instant the Yogi's lips were seen to move

and the voice of " Jmrmie" called out:
*Say, Mr. Big Detective, the little detective has got the

bag. My Yogi came here to sell it to Mrs. Mac No. 2, but
the wouldn't buy. Take my advice, be satisfied that you
have got what you want and get out. If you go to making
trouble for my Yogi I'll make trouble for you."

For a second Old King Brady hesitated, and then turn-
ing to his partners he said:

"All right, Jimmie! That's good advice and I'll go you.
Come along, Harry and Alice/'

And they went, seeing nothing of Muley as they "beat a
retreat,

And that was the end of it as far as the Yogi was
concerned.

That day the old detective had a long interview with the
"prophet" in his cell.

"Tell me something of the history of the ruby bug and I
will put in a good word for you," he said.

"All I know about it is that it was stolen in Calcutta,"
was the reply.

"Stolen from who?" demanded Old King Brady, whose
curiosity was thoroughly aroused.

"I shall not tell you."
And then, in the same breath, the prophet asked the old

detective what he intended to do with the ruby bug.
"I might be as stubborn as you and refuse to answer,"

was the reply, "but I am going to do the other thing. My
orders are to deliver the ,ruby bug to the United States
Secret Service Bureau at Washington."

"Ah!" said the prophet, "and what becomes of it after
that?"

"I don't know."
"Then let me give you a pointer; if ever you go to Lon-

don and want to find the ruby bug-you need not maste your
time looking in any poor man's house. Start at the top of
the social ladder and you will be more likely to meet with
success."

And that was as far as Old King Brady could get with
the ex-prophet.

The brooch was duly delivered at Washington, and the
detectives were duly rewarded for their work.

And this was the last that any one ever knew of the case
of THE BBADYS AND THE RUBY BUG.

THE END.
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ITEMS WORTH READING.
In adjudicating a dispute as to the ownership of a just-

vacated seat, in a crowded car, Judge Kleiber,.of St. Louis,.has
decided that it does not belong to the man who sees it first,
but to the man who first takes possession.

The electrician, which adds much to summer comfort, is .far
from useless in the winter. Storekeepers have found that the
circulation of air which it creates is the simplest and cheap-
est way to keep their show windows free from frost.

The American Institute of Social.Service has received from
Berlin an exhibit containing fortyrfive specimens of different
kinds of dust—mineral, animal, and vegetable—produced in
various industries, and likely to be inhaled by workmen. Also
the same number of photographs showing the microscopical
characteristics of these various dusts. Models in wax repre-
sent human lungs as they are affected by occupational dusts;
other models show normal lungs for comparison, while still
others show the effects of industrial poisons on the system.
An. advisory .committee of. the editors of the great technical
papers has been organized to co-operate with the institute
in the work of protecting life and limb of industrial workers.

. Many; have thought that snakes accomplish! the feat of .climb-
ing by wrapping themselves about the tree and following a
spiral: course upward. Several years ago two wood-choppers,
having felled a large oak-tree several feet in diameter and very
tall, found in its top two common black snakes. After pon-
dering for some time, the rnefc arrived at the conclusion that
one snake had taken hold of the other's tail, and thus:.by co--
operation they had been enabled to clasp the trunk, and by
circling about it had ascended to the top. Whatever probabil-
ity may have attached to this: conclusion was dispelled;by the
observation of two naturalists* A black snake, measuring per-
haps a trifle over six feet, was found clinging to the side of a
small tree, around which it could have wrapped itself nearly
twice had it wished to do so. Instead of this the -snake passed
right and left at short distances, catching the folds along its
under parts over and behind the slightly projecting rough
strips of bark. As the snake rested only five or six feet off
the ground one of the naturalists grasped its tail to test its
climbing qualities, but so great was the force with which it
pulled upward that it proved a difficult task to hold it. Final-
ly, becoming annoyed at this ill treatment, the snake reached
down threateningly at the offending hand and, losing its
hold,.fell to the ground.

According to dispatches from London, Chili has commission-
ed Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. to build for them a vessel
of 32,000 tons, which is to be armed with the heaviest gun in
existence. The cost is stated to be $15,000,000. It is said that
the gun will fire shells as heavy as those of the 110-ton gun of
thirty years ago; but probably this is an error, and it should
read that the penetration and energy will be as great. If
Chili has actually ordered such a vessel, this is certainly a
case of putting all of the eggs in one basket, for at least two
serviceable dreadnoughts could be built for the same money;

WITH THE FUNNY FELLOWS
The Girl (rather weary, at 11:30 p. m.)—I don't know a

thing about baseball. The Beau—Let me explain it to you.
The Girl—Very well, give me an illustration of a home run,.

She (her first season)—I have been shut up in boarding-
school so long that I feel very awkward and timid in company.
I do not know what to do with my hands. He—I'll hold them
for you.

A preacher was invited to take dinner with a Lebanon
family several days ago. As they were leaving the dining-
room after the meal, the good man turned to the hostess sm&
said: "Sister, I rarely ever get such a good dinner." Before
she could reply, Johnny piped up: "Same here."

The famous Champ Clark, at a dinner at Bowling Green,
said of the trusts: "The feeling against monopolies has
reached even to the nursery. I saw a little girl the other 4ay'
slip something beneath her plate. Then she murmured ^an^
grily: 'I wish there was an anti-trust law.' "

"Why did you take Elmora away from school, Aunt Ma-
hala?" a lady asked her cook one day. Aunt Maiiala sniffed
scornfully. " 'Cause de teacher ain't satisfactory tub. JBC.
Mis' Mally. What you reckon she tell dat chile yistiddy? She
'low dat IV. spell four, when even a idjut 'ud know dat.it
spells ivy."

"You say Col. Dawson can't see'me?" demanded little Blinks,
indignantly. "I do," returned the colonel's secretary. "And
may I ask if he gives any reason for this extraordinary be>-
havier?" said Blinks, trembling with emotion. "Yes," replied
the secretary, coldly. "He says he doesn't want to strain'bis
eyes."

Stranger—Sir, do you remember giving a poor, friendless
tramp 50 cents one cold night last winter? Jones—I do! "Sir,
I am that tramp; that 50 cents was the turning point in-my
career; with it I got a shave, a shine, a naeal and a job. I
saved my money, went to Alaska, made a million dollars,, and
last week I came back to New York to share my million with
you. But, unfortunately, I struck Wall Street before I struck
you—and—have you another 50 cents that you could c»o-
veniently spare, sir?"

Slowly, imperceptibly, almost sneakingly, as the lights were
turned down and the play began, he slid his hand along the
back of the seat in which she sat Then,he leaned toward her
and whispered: "Laura," he said, between hie set teeth, "I'd
button up that gap in the back of your waist this time, but
when you want anything of this .kind done again you'll aak
me to do it before we leave the house, or, by ginger, you'll
reach, around and .button it yourself." Whereat Mrs. Ferguso*
merely glared at her husband and said nothing.
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SAVED BY A BEAR.

By Alexander Armstrong.

Along the upper waters of the Northwest Miramichi, in the
province of New Brunswick, Canada, many wild animals live
in the dense, dark stretches of spruce and pine forests. The
clearings and farm-houses are few, but the region is visited in
the early summer by hundreds of salmon fishermen. There is
no dwelling in the wild and secluded place that has not some
legend about bears, Indian devils or wolves, and th» inmates
gather closely around the open fires on a winter's night and
tremble as the stories are, told.

But of all the beasts that roamed these dense forests, there
never was one that filled the inhabitants with half so much
dread as the "mad moose." This creature had been seen by
a score of people living along the Miramichi. It stood nearly
as high as a giraffe, and had in summer two mighty antlers,
which curved out and branched so widely as to resemble two
trees. Whenever seen, it was tearing at a mad pace through
the woods, making a crackling noise and throwing the branches
tp every direction, and its bellowings terrified every one who
heard them. Its eyes were large and fierce, and I have been
told, that in the dark they glowed like two great balls of
phosphorescent flame.

Many belated travelers and lumbermen saw it late in the
night on their way through the forest to some clearing, and

, they related how its terrible mooing resounded for miles
through the woods and hills on a still summer night. When-
ever it saw a human being it seemed to grow enraged, thrust
its huge head downward, and at once charged. But as it kept
constantly in the covert, the pursued person was enabled to
climb into a tree and escape the wrath of the monster. Many
a traveler was obliged to take refuge in a tree at sundown,
and compelled to remain there all night with the two green-
ish-yellow eyeballs of the beast glaring upon him till daylight.

Fonr or five persons, who were not enabled to get into trees
in time, became victims of the wild brute. From the marks
found upon them, it was clear that he had goaded them to
death with his horns and then trampled upon them with his
ponderous feet. It was said also that he tore his victims with
his teeth, and it seemed to have been established by those
who saw him that he raced among the trees with his mouth
open and a ball of foam on either side of his jaws. It was
natural for the inhabitants to believe that the moose was mad,
like a dog, and when they sometimes found their cattle dead
in the woods, swollen and showing scratches or wounds, they
believed that they had been bitten by the moose.

The animal did not show near the settlements in winter,
for the snow is usually deep -and soft in these woods and it is
difficult for a deer to travel. The popular belief was that the
mad moose lived far away in the heart of the forest in what
is called a yard, eating the branches of fir and spruce trees
and digging under the snow for leaves, roots and mosses. A
couple of hunters were said once to have come upon him in
his winter home, and he bellowed so loudly as to fill the woods
with tumult; his eyes blazed with rage and he dug his feet
in the snow with,such violence that it rose about him like a
white cloud. As they had no weapons they were obliged to
pass and leave him unmolested.

One autumn afternoon a boy about fifteen years old, named
George Adams, left his father's farm-house near by the edge
of the river to get some things at the store in the nearest
settlement, which was about three miles distant. His course
lay along a faint path through a thick stretch of spruce and
pine forest. He made some delay at the settlement and when

he set out for home it was nearly sunset. When he entered
the forest it was already gloomy, and he hurried along, for
there was in his heart a great dread of the mad moose, which
in summer time made this region his headquarters. He had
gone over the path so often before that he instinctively made
his way along, sometimes walking and sometimes running.
Every unusual sound in the wood terrified him and he re-
gretted he had not brought his father's gun, for a year before
he had obtained permission to carry it, after the latest victim
of the moose had been discovered by his father's house gored
to death.

When about two-thirds of the way home and in the densest
and most lonesome part of the bush, George was horrified to
hear a fierce bellowing near him, and then it seemed from the
crackling and swishing as if a cyclone were passing through
the forest. He at once thought of the mad moose, and look-
ing in the direction of the confusion, saw among the trees and
moving swiftly toward him two globes of smoldering fire. He
flung down his parcel and at once clambered into la pine tree,
the branches of which grew well down on the bole. It was well
that he was so quick, for he had not got more than ten feet
from the ground before he felt a blow upon the foot from one
of the moose's horns. When the animal saw that it had been
foiled, it increased its mooing and bellowing till all the forest
fairly rang with the hideous noises. Higher and higher
George went into the tree and then he found two branches
growing close enough together to afford him an easy resting
place. His cap had fallen off when he began to climb, and the
moose first took it in his mouth, then flung it from him and
butted it savagely with his horns. The parcel, which con-
tained articles obtained from the store, was the next object
of the brute's fury; he stamped upon it, burst it asunder and
with one of' his antlers scattered the contents among the trees.
The boy sat there stiff with terror, watching the frightful ani-
mal, which in turn looked at him with its dreadful eyes, up
through the branches of the tree. After awhile the moose lay
down directly below him, his head resting upon his forelegs,
his eyes turned upward.

George knew that he was safe here for the night, but what
would his parents think if he did not get home at the time
expected? There were several paths between his home and
the settlement, and as they did not know by which one he
went, it might be a long time before they could release him
from his predicament. He knew too well from what happened
to others that the beast would keep him there all night, and
how much longer he could not guess. He sat there in the
branches for hours, till the constellation known as the dipper,
or great bear, stood upon its end in the heavens and was turn-
ing over; then the sky darkened, great masses of black clouds
rolled across the heavens, and very soon seemed to touch the
tops of the trees. Soon the lightning shot from cloud to cloud
like mighty scarlet daggers; rain began to patter among the
branches and great thunders roared and reverberated across
the heavens, all the while the moose glaring at him with his
two terrifying eyes. Hour after hour he still lay there upon
the branches, drenched to the skin by the driving rainstorm.
Two or three times he slept for a few minutes, and once, upon
awakening, he nearly lost his balance and fell; so he sat up-
right, resolved not to doze any more. As the wind went
whistling through the trees his teeth chattered with the cold.

How glad he was when the gray dawn came struggling
through the murk! And when the day cleared out he raised
his voice and cried loudly for help. This startled the moose,
who had lain in the same place in the moss through the night,
and he jumped upon his feet, made a hasty breakfast from
buds and young branches about the base of the tree, and once
more took up his position of watching the boy.

George, as the morning passed began to grow hungry and
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thirsty, every few minutes raising his voice and continuing
to cry for help. The moose made a plunge for a spring near
by, drank copiously, ate some more buds and young bushes,
and again took his post under the tree. Hour after hour
passed, and the boy's position in the branches became almost
unbearable; he was sore, sleepy and weak from hunger and j
thirst; when he cried out his voice was feeble, and the hideous
animal he thought was mocking his helplessness. When he
saw the sun go down beyond the far pines a cold feeling of
despair entered his heart. He never expected to see his parents
again, and shuddered to think that when he fell asleep some-
time during the night he would fall from his place and be
maimed to death by the fierce beast. It was not until the
second night had come that his hope completely broke down;
then he began to cry, and then as if to mimic his misery the
moose bellowed louder and louder.

About an hour after dark he saw the moose start up and
thrust its head into the air toward the thickest part of the
bush; then it sniffed and snorted and at the same time the
wearied boy heard a sound as if some heavy body were break-
ing dry twigs come from the point where his jailer was
watching. He straightened himself up on the branches and
listened eagerly, then through the dusk he saw a pair of small
burning eyes approaching the moose. The latter stamped the
ground with its fore feet and thrust its head low, waiting for
the newcomer: Then George heard a deep growl, the moose
gave a loud bellow and the next moment he saw that some
other animal had attacked his jailer. The moon shone clearly
through the trees when the conflict began, and he was able
to make out that the stranger was a huge black bear, and
that it had seized the moose around the neck and was hug-
ging him to death with its huge fore paws.

Evidently at the very first clasp the bear had broken the
moose's neck, for the nideous brute had fallen back limp and
apparently dead; whereupon the bear seized him by the
throat uttering great deep growls, and did not let go while
one spark of life remained. The bear then proceeded to make
a meal from the body of his victim, and after half an hour's
gorging he waddled away into the deep forest.

George waited till the last sound of the bear had ceased,
and then making the best of his exhausted strength, went down
out of the tree and set out for home. He was almost blind
from sleeplessness and hunger and could scarcely totter along,
but as he neared his home he found a party of a dozen people
with birch-bark torches, continuing the search for him. The
path by which he had gone and came was the last they had
thought of searching.

The inhabitants from far and near came to see the terrible
mad moose, but he was not a pleasant spectacle after the bear
had had three, or four meals out of him.

A WONDERFUL CAVE.

A cave was discovered some years ago on White river, some
thirty miles above Meeker, which seems to be as important
a discovery of that kind as any ever made in Colorado. It
was found by a prospector and hunter named Hooper, who
reported it to the citizens of Meeker. But no one seemed
particularly interested in the new find, as that portion of the
country surrounding the headwaters of White river is full of
curious things, and the settlers in that locality have become
accustomed to them, and their curiosity is not easily aroused.
Two gentlemen recently made an exploration of the cave, and
found it in a limestone formation and extending into the
mountain for half a mile or more.

The opening has the appearance of a railroad tunnel, twelve

or fourteen feet wide. The cave continues at this width for
a considerable distance,' when it grows narrower, and in one
'or two instances the explorers were obliged to stoop in follow-
ing the passage. The opening is about sixteen feet above the
river, and has the form of an incline.

When the party had reached a distance of a quarter of a
mile, the floor sloped quite rapidly for two hundred or three
hundred yards, when they came to an abrupt drop. Rocks
were thrown down and the presence of water ascertained.
When one of the party was lowered, the distance that had
seemed so great was only twelve feet, and not more than three
inches of water was found on the floor of the cave.

The air was good, afli they found that the passageway con-
tinued, and was followed some three hundred yards further,
when another drop of seven or eight feet was encountered.
There was a dry, sandy bottom in this cave, and the passage-
way was found to continue still further, and was pursued
thirty or forty yards further, when they came to what was
apparently the end of the tunnel. A stream of water two
feet or more in diameter was rushing out of the wall at one
side, cutting across the foot of the breast of the passageway,
and, to all appearances, was lost in the wall on the other
side. The stream was swift, and came out with great force,
and, stranger yet, the water was quite hot, and when tasted,
was very much like the water found in the springs at Glen-
wood/

Where the water comes from and where it goes is a mystery
that the explorers could not solve. Aside from the lime for-
mation, the formation surrounding it is lava, and the supposi-
tion has been advanced that there is a crater in the vicinity
filled up by crumbled walls of rock, which constantly dis-
charge* hot water, and during the course of ages has eaten
its way down through a seam or crevice in the limestone to
the river below. A few miles above Glenwood there are springs
of a similar nature, which are situated almost in the bed of
the Grand river. It is quite probable that further investiga-
tions will be made.

A resolute little school teacher, Miss Mildred Williams, of
Lintonville, Minn., has broken the record in the Canadian
Northwest for the length of time the land office has been be-
sieged by homesteaders. She completed a wait of twelve days
at the local land office and succeeded in securing a quarter
section sixteen miles northeast of Saskatoon, valued at $18
an acre. While there were a number of fine farms to be given
out to the lucky ones, this was the prize, and Miss Williams
prepared for it with all the care of a general undertaking a
city's siege. She employed a woman to bring to her meals
and soft drinks. She employed another woman as a kind of a
scout and messenger. Then she moved into the vacant space
just outside the door with a reclining chair. She took up her
quarters just twelve days before the^time announced for the
homestead allotment. The rule in Canada is that a line shall
be formed and the first one in gets first choice. Miss Williams
got expert advice and then started her long vigil. Her equip-
ment was a heavy coonskm coat and blankets, for the nights -
were chilly. With a supply of current literature and a regular
service by which she received the daily papers, she kept her
mind busy. At night she made a kind of a tent over her chair,
which secured all the privacy she required. Every one was
in sympathy with her because of the ingenuity and deter-
mination she displayed. Therefore there was a cheer when
she marched into the land office and secured her homestead.
She came to Canada eight months ago and began t» teach
school. As the support of a widowed mother she was entitled,
under the law, to a homestead of 100 acres, and learning of the
prize at this entry she laid her plans with care.
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MESMERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.—Containing the most ap-

fcroved methods of mesmerism; also how to cure all Kinds of
•teases by animal magnetism, or, magnelfc healmg. By Prof. lieo
Bugo Koch, A. G. S-., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

PALMISTRY.
No. 82. HOW TO 1)O PALMISTRY.—Containing the most ap-

proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
m. full explanation of their ihetaiing. Also explaining phrenology,
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.

HYPNOTISM.
No. 83. HOW'TO HYPNOTIZE.—Containing vtfluafote1 and hi-

rtructiye information regarding* the science of hypnotism. Also
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the
l«ftditfg hypnotists of the v/Orld. By Leo1 Htigo Koch, A.C.S.

No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH;—The most complete
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in-
•tructions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
together with descriptions of game and fish.

No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.—Fully
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in-
structions on'swimming and riding, companion sports to b6ating.

No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.—
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses
for business, the best horses for the road; also rateable recipes for
diseases pebaliar to the horse. 1

No. 46. HOW TO BUILD AND .SAIL CANOES.—A handy
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
end the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
By C. Staasfield Hicks.

FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.—

Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean-
ii!*V of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies,
aacl curious games of cards. A complete book.

No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.—Everybody dreams,
trdm the little child to the aged man a'nd woman. This little book
^ives the explahatron to all kirids of drteams, together with lucky
«nd'U,'ilucky days, and "Napoleon's Oracuhim," the book of fate.

N\>, 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.—Everyone is desirous of
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or
micfiry, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little
hdok. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell
the torrtirie of your friends.

No.^76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.—
Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand,
or tiro secret of palmistry. Also the'secret of telling future events
by a*d of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson.

'ATHLETIC.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.—Giving full in-

•tructipn for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars,
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good,
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
in this little book. *

No. 10. HOW TO BOX.—The art of self-defense made easy.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the diifer-
«nt positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
these useful 'and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
without an instructor.

No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.—Containing full
instructions for' all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic'exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdoaald.
A bandy and useful book.

No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.—Containing full instruction for
fencing anti the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery.
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best
positions ir« fencing. A complete book.

YRICKS WITH CARDS.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.—Containing

•rplanatleha of tHe general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
•teight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of
•pecially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
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No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.—Em-
bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il-
lustrations. By A. Anderson.

No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.—
'Containing deceptive Card Tricks as/performed by leading con jurors
*.nrl magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated*

MAGIC.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.—The great book of magic and

card tricks, containing full'instruction on alt the'leading card tricks
'of the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed by
tour leading magicians; every boy should obtain a 'copy of this book,
ias it will both amuse' and instruct.

No. 22. H©W TO DO SECOND SIGHT.—Heller's second sight
Explained-by his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
'the'secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
boy on the sta£e; also'glvtog all the codes- and signals. The only
'authentic explanation of'second sight.

No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.—Containing the
grafid^st assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
'public. Also tricks with cards, incantations, etc.

No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL THICKS.—Containing over
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with, chemical!*.
By A. Anderson, Handsomely illustrated.

No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.—Containing over
fifty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also contain-
ing the secret of second 8-ight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.

No. 70. 'HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.—Containing full
directions for making Magic Toys and devices of many kinds. By
A. Anderstm. Fully illustrated. -

No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.—Showing
many curious tricks with figures and tlie magic of numbers. By A.
lAntferson. Fullv illustrated.

No. 75. HO^r TO BECOME A CONJUROR. — Containing
tricks with Domirrps, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.

No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.—Containing a com-
plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson-
IHustrafted.

MECHANICAL.
NO. 29. HOW *[o BECOME AN INVENTOR.—Every boy

should know how inventions originated. This book explains them
all, giving examples in electrici-ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.

No.'56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.—Containing full
instructions bow to proceed m order to become a locomotive en-
gineer ; ' also directions for building a model locomotive ; together
with a full description of everything an engineer should know.

No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.—Full
directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, ^Eolian Harp. Xylo-
phone and other musical instruments; together with a brief de-
scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.

No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LAXTEitX.—Containing
a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
illustrated. By John Allen.

No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.—Containing
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.

LETTER WRITING.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.—A most com-

p'lete little book, containing fu l l directions for writing love-Letters,
amd when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.

No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.—Giving
complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on. all subjects;
also letters of introduction, notes nnd requests.

No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.—
Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen o-u all subjects;
also giving sample letters for instruction.

No. 53. HOW TO WRITE, LETTERS.—A wonderful little
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and any-
body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
lady in the land should have this book.

No. 74. 'HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.—Con-
taining full instructions for writing letters *n almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.



THE STAGE. « *
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN^S JOKE

BOOK.—Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little/book.

No. 42. THE BOYS OP NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.—
Containing a varied assortment of stomp • speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amuse-
ment and amateur shows.

No. 45. THE BOYS-OF NEW YORK MINStPREiL GUIDE
AND JOKE BOOK.—Something, new and-very, instructive* Every
boy should obtain this book, as'it contains full instructions for or-
ganizing an amateur mmstrel troupe.

No, 65. MCJLDOON'S JOKES.—This is one-of the-most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who-can-enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.

No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.—Containing com-
plete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
stage; together with the duties of the Stage .Manager, Prompter,
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.

No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.—Containing the lat-
est jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

HOUSEKEEPING.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.—Containing

full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town
or country, and the most approved methods, for raising beautiful
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub-
lished.

No. 30. HOW TO COOK.—One of the most instructive books
on cooking ever published. It contains, recipes for • cooking meats,
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds-of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes.by ope. of our, most popular
cooks.

No. 37. HOW TOvKEEP HOUSE.—It contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments,
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.

ELECTRIC/U-
NO. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.—A de-

tcription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ;
together with ful l instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il-
lustrations.

No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.—Con-
taining fu l l directions for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.

No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-rContaining a
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.

* ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.—By Harny

Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading.
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi-
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the-
greatest book ever published, and there's millions (of. fun) in it.

No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.—A
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
money tha>u any book published.

No. 35. HOAV TO PLAY GAMES.—A complete and useful little
book, containing the rules and^regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.

No. 36. HOW T& SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.^Containing all
th« leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches
and witty sayings.

No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.—A complete and handy little
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Enchra, Crib-
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker,
Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards.

No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLE'S.—Containing over three hun-
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.

ETIQUETTE,
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.—It

Is a great life secret, and one that every young" man desiies to know
all about. There's happiness in it.

No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.—Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society ajvd the. easiest and most approved methods of ap-
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
in tte drawing-room.

DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS.

•—Containing the most»popular selections in use, comprising Dutch
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.—Containing fous*
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to becontt
a good speaker, reader and, elocutionist. Also containing gems from
all the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the moct
simple and concise manner possible.

No. 49> HOW Tip DEBATE.—Giving rules for conducting d«»
bates, outlines for debates, questions for. discussion, and U>* bMf
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.—The arts and wile* of flirta'on »«

fully explained by this litt'.z book. Besides the various ru.eth.ods of
handkerchief, fan, glove, pauasol, window and bat flirtation, it con-
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, 'which iff
interesting, te everybody, both old and young* Yao caanot be happy
without one.

No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome,
little book just issued by Frank Tousey*. It contains ifuil instruct
lions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parti««»
how to dross, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.

No. 5. HOW TO MAKE, LOVE.—A complete guide to love,
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquett*
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen-
erally known.

No.. 17. HOW TO DRESS.—Containing full instruction(in th«
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving tb«
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.

No. 18: HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.—One of th«
brightest and most valuable little books ever1 given to the world.
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful; both male and
female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read.this boote
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.—Handsomely illustrated anfi

containing fu l l instructions for the management 'and training of th«
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, .etc.

No.-3!). HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
RABBITS.—A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illu»=
trated. By Ira Drofraw.

No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND-SET TRAPS.—Including hint*
on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bird*.
Also how to cure, skins* Copiously illustrated- By J. Harringtoa
Keene. x

No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BFRDS AND ANIMALS.—A
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting
and preserving birds, arimals and insects. ;

No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.—Giving com-
plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kinda of pets; also giving fuiS
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigb.4
illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kind eves?
published.

MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.—A useful and Itt-

structive book, giving a compete treatise on chemistry; also ex-
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di-
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thifl
book cannot be equaled.

No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.—A complete hand-book fo*
making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc.. etc.

JNo. 84. HOW TO BECOME ANT AUTHOR.—Containing full
information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com-
position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
HilantJt

Na. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.—A wo*.
derful book, containing u%eful and. practical information in th*
treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes foe general com-
plaints.

No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.—Con-
taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. Handsomely 'illustrated.

No. 58: HOW- TO BE- A DETECTIVE—By- Old Kin* Brady,
the world-known- detective. In which he lays down some, valuable
and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
and experiences, of well-known detectives.

No, 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.—Contain-
ing useftil information regarding the Camera and how-to work it;
also how to- make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and othex
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
Abney.

No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
CADET.—Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Poet
Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu> Senarens, authos
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."

No. 63, HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.—Complete in-
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com-
piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become 0

With many standard readings. " West Point Military Cadet.'
PRICE lf> CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 GENTS.

Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 Union Square, New York,



Latest Issues
"All Around Weekly"

Containing Stories of All Kinds.
0HLOHB COVEBS. 32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CENTS.

*• Pacific Dick. A stirring tale of the Indian Isles.
47 Cyclone, the Horse Runner; or, The Young Lassoer of the

Plains.
48 After the Big Diamond; or, The Star on the Arm.

story of India.)
49 Marked Men; or, The Best Card Last.
50 Cruise of the Silver Wing. A Story of the Sea.

(A

"Wild West Weekly"
& Magazine Containing Stories. Sketches, Etc., of Western Life.

COLORED COVERS. 32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CENTS*

Mil Young Wild West in the Golden Valley; or, Arietta's
Indian Sign.

'412 Young Wild West's Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the
Horse Thieves.

413 Young Wild West and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arietta and
the Dynamite.

414 Young Wild West Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the
Blasted Pine.

415 Young Wild West's Buffalo Hunt; or, Arietta's- Awfu>
Ride.

416 Young Wild West at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camp That
Was Run by "Bad" Men. '

"Fame and Fortune Weekly*'
Containing Stories of Boys Who Make Money.

COLORED COVERS. 32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CENTS.
257 Up to Him; or, Running His Father's Business.
258 "Back Number Bixby"; or, The Boy Who Was Up to the

Minute. (A Wall Street Story.)
259 A Young Barnum; or, Striking It Rich in the Show Busi-

ness.
260 The Brotherhood of Gold; or, A Daring Wall Street Game.
261 Ed, the Express Boy; or, His Own Route to Fortune.
262 The Stolen Bonds; or, How Wall Street Will Made His

Mark.

"Pluck and Luck" •
Containing Stories of Adventure. "",

COLORED COVERS. 32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CENTS.
639 Bob the Bell Boy; or, Working "Front" in a Big Hotel.

By Jas. C. Merritt
640 The B»y Who Made Himself a King. (A story of strange

adventures.) By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
641 The Round the World School. (A story for American

schoolboys.) By Richard R. Montgomery.
642 Fred Lenoir; or, Stirring Scenes in the South. By Howard

Austin.
643 The Winning Team; or, Football Frank, the Champion.

By Howard Austin.
644 An Irish-American; or, Dan Redmond's Adventures in

Search of His Father. By Allan Arnold.

Containing the Great Fred Fearnot Stories.
COVERS. 32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CENTS.

012 Fred Fearnot Hunted; or, A Plot That Was Hard to Solve.
flS Fred Fearnot and the Boy Bo'xer; or, Giving a Pugilist

Points.
614 Fred Fearnot's Temperance Play; or, Fighting Drink with

the Drama.
815 Fred Fearnot's Death Slide; or, Down the Great Moun-

tain Flume.
*1« Fred Fearnot's Call by Wireless;' or, The Friend Who

Played Him False.
4S17 Fred Fearnot and the Queer Quartette; or, Jim, Jack, Joe,

and Jerry.
618 Fred Fearnot and the Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting the

Train Thieves. .

"The Liberty Boys of '76"
A. Magazine Containing Stories of the American Revolution.

OOLORED COVERS. 32 PAGES. PRICE 5 CEITTS.
504 The Liberty Boys' Gunpowder Plot; or, Failing by an

Inch.
505 The Liberty Boys' Drummer Boy; or, Sounding the Call

to Arms.
506 The Liberty Boys Running the Blockade; or, Getting Out

of New York.
507 The Liberty Boys and Captain Huck; or, Routing a

Wicked Leader.
508 The Liberty Boys and the Liberty Pole; or, Stirring

Times in the Old City.
509 The Liberty Boys and the Masked Spy; or, The Man of

Mystery.
510 The Liberty Boys on Gallows Hill; or, A Daring Attempt

at Rescue.

Wk>r sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by
FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher. 24 Union Square. New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
jjf our Weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
Hn the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by
S»turn mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FBANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR SIR—Enclosed find cents for which please send me:

.... .copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ...

.... " " ALL AROUND WEEKLY, Nos
* ... " " FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos
. < . . « " WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos

" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos
« SECRET SERVICE, Nos
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos

.19

dfame. .Street and No. .Town '. State.





S E C R E T S E R V I C E
OLD AND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES.

Price 5 cents. 32 Pages.
LATEST 1SSUKS:

538 The Bradys and the Pawn Ticket; or, The Old Maniac's Secret.
530 The Bradys Trailing a Chinese Giant; or, The "Strong Arm"

Men of Mott Street.
540 The Bradys and the King of Rogues ; or, Working Up the Dalton

Case.
541 The Bradys' Top Floor Clew; or, The Mystery of a Tenement

House.
542 The Bradys and the Broken Clock ; or, The Secret of Ten Minutes

to Ten.
543 The Bradys Fighting the Gold Coiners ; or, On the Trail of the

Black Hand.
544 The Bradys and the Old Miser ; or, The Secret of the Blue Room.
54o The Bradys and the Diamond Dagger; or, The Mystery ot a

Missing Girl.
540 The Bradys Shadowing a Chinaman ; or, Trapping a lehow Fieiiu.
547 The Bradys and the Fatal Better; or, T'ue Messenger uoy s

Secret.
548 The Bradys After the Bridge Rushers ; or, Rounding Up the Pick-

pockets.
541) The Bradys and the Forged Order; or, The Clew Found in the

Cellar.
550 The Bradys and the Reporter ; or, Working Up a Newspaper Case.
551 The Bradys' Yel low Shadow ; or, The Search for a Missing Gold

King .
552 The Bradys and the Skeleton Hand; or, The Strangest of All

(.'lews.
553 The Bradys' Hidden Diamonds; or, The Great John Street Jewel

Rohbery.
554 The Bradys at Hangman's Roost; or, The Mystery of the House

on the Rocks.
55,~> The Bradys and the Death Bell ; or, The Secret of the Indian

Juggler.
550 The Uradys in the Doyers Street Den ; or, A Curious Chinese

Case.
557 The Bradys and the "Black Boys" ; or, The Fate of the Six

Masks.
558 The Bradys After the Bomb Throwers; or, Smashing the Anar -

chist League.
550 The Bradys and the Man-Trappers; or, The Trail of the "Seven

Sevens."
500 The Bradys and "Joss House Jim" ; or, Tracking a Chinese

Crook.
501 The Bradys' Fatal Night ; or, The Mystery of the Mad Sheriff.
502 The Uradys and the Idol's Eye ; or, The Clew of the Crystal

Colored Covers. Issued Weekly
571 The Braclys and the Bootblack ; or, Bagging the "Boss of the

Bend."
572 The Bradys and the Blotted Check; or, Saved by the Scratch of

573 The Bradys and the Missing Witness ; or, The Secret of the
Hole in the Wall.

574 The Bradys in Lit t le China ; or, The Mystery of a Mission House.
575 The Bradys and the Midnight Men ; or, A Fight for Five Lives,
o70 The Braays' !• ast rreigtu Mystery; or. The Case of Conductor

K. i 11 °"
577 The ifr'adys and the Six Goid Dollars; or, A Very Singular Clew.
078 The m-auys and the i'oisoneu Arrow ; or, The Mystery of Centra!

579 The i^radys and the Greea Goods Men ; or, The Shrewdest or
Them .iii.

580 The Braays and Captain Crossbones; or, Bagging the Boss of
the l i iver lliieves.

5S1 The ruadys and the Kseaped Convict ; or. The Clew That Came
i- rom htdtes Priso

82 The Brady» and the uuby L o c k e t : or, Solving a Society Mystery.
"! 'i he r.raays and "lieu i^giu Dick ;" or. A l t e r the Slum Kin

r, \ \ o r k i n g lor a Poor Boy.S4 Hie ij iudys l.'nder a ( i

o87 The Bradys and the Hidden Assassin ; or. Winn ing in Record
riii) ' ' .

5fe8 The B'radys' Dark W o r k : or, The Mystery of a Night .
58!) The Braays and the Mystic Band: or. Trai l ing i he Silent Seven.
•VJU The Bradys Drugged: or. Caughi by the C h i n e s e Crooks.
591 The Bradys and the Black Snake Bracelet : or, Trapping a Society

Cjueeii .
r>92 The Bradys Alter a "Lifer" ; or, The Man Who Broke from Sing

SlLg.
,~H>3 The Bradys and the Red Wolves ; or. Working- on the Great Bran-

don case.
5D4 The Bradys and Box 2 : or. H u n t i n g Down a Tough Gang.
505 The Brauys ' 'ielephone M y s t e r y ; or, The Clew i hat Came Over the

Wuvs.
500 The Bradys and the Marb l e S t a t u e ; or. Three Days ot M y s t . rv
507 The Bradys and the I ' . ird of P r e y : or. Shadowing the ( 'rooks of

598 The Bradys' Anarch i s t s ' Case

GOO The Bradys on the S a t u r d a y > r , Be t raved bv

001 The Bradys and the Hidden M a n ; or. The H a u n t e d House , » n
the I l i l f .

002 The Bradys in the To i l s ; or, The Mys t e ry ot' the P r e t t y M i l l i n e r .
003 The Bradys a.:d the Yel low J a r : or. The Great Per ley 'Poisoning

Case.
503 The Bradys Chasing the Red League ; or, Rounding up a Bowery

Bunch.
504 The Bradys and the Belt of Gold ; or, Lost on the Great White

\\'av • ~
505 The Bradys after the Tong Kings: or, The Red Lady of China- ^0 ™« l£^.*' ^"th'^i^ duay'^iebu'r '" ̂

Kn.gi l t s of tlie Moon.
500 The Bradys' Boston Doubles; or, Trapping the Fake Detec- 008 The Bradys' Sewer Secret ; or. Weird Work l " n d t - - g r o u n d

lives. 00!) The Bradys and the Hanging House; or, A Mystery of the Palisades.
567 The Rradys' Bank Book Mystery; or, The Secret of the Torn 010 The Bradys' Dead Witness; or, A Clew f rom the G r a \ e .

Page. Oil The Bradys and the Ruby Bug; or, A Queer Case f rom Calcutta .
568 The Bradys and the Golden Comet; or, The Case of the Chinese 012 The Bradys and the Flat House Thieves; or, The l'iidi.-r Side of New

Prince. York.
569 The Bradys' Floating Clew ; or, Solving a Morgue Mystery.
570 The Bradys and "Brooklyn Bob" ; or, The Boldest Crook in the

World.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher, 24 Union Square, N. Y.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
ID the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by
return mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR SIR—Enclosed find cents for which please send me:

copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos
" " FAME A N D FORTUNE WEEKLY, Noa
" " ALL AROUND WEEKLY, Nos

.... " " WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos
" " PLUCK AND LUCK. Nos

.... " " SECRET SERVICE. Nos....

. . . . " " THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos

. " " Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos
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